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Abstract of thesis

There is a clinical need to improve functional outcome after peripheral nerve 

reconstruction, and also to find a replacement for autologous nerve grafts 

currently used for this purpose. Schwann cells (SC) are essential for adequate 

axonal regeneration and the aim of this work was to develop a methodology to 

enable investigation and characterisation of the effects of SC transplantation 

and genetic manipulation on peripheral nerve regeneration.

Initially an identifiable and pure population of cultured SC was obtained. In 

vitro evaluation showed that chemical labelling adversely affected SC 

properties. Transduction of lacZ genetic label was carried out and a stable 

population of genetically modified SC was obtained. Transduced SC 

properties and lacZ expression were preserved in vitro for 6 months of 

continuous culture. Suspension matrix is required for SC transplantation and 

the suitability of alginate hydrogel was confirmed by in vitro tests to support 

SC proliferation and neurite sprouting in a neuron-glial co-culture.

Defects in the rat sciatic nerve were bridged using resorbable poly-3- 

hydroxybutyrate (PHB) conduits containing SC. The results showed that the 

optimal number of SC required to enhance axonal regeneration was 

80x1 oVml. Following transplantation of transduced SC, syngeneic SC could 

be identified for up to 6 weeks and allogeneic SC for up to 3 weeks, as 

identified by X-gal staining. Immunohistochemistiy was used to characterise 

SC, immune response, and axonal regeneration and the staining quantified by
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image analysis. Transplantation of both syngeneic and allogeneic SC 

improved axonal regeneration distance, the quantity of regeneration was better 

and more sustained with syngeneic SC. Furthermore, addition of liquid 

fibronectin to alginate improved regeneration which was further enhanced 

when SC were present. Finally a new technique for nonviral gene delivery of 

insulin-like growth factor I and mechano growth factor gene with alginate 

hydrogel matrix showed promising results in improving peripheral nerve 

regeneration.
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1.1 Morphology of the peripheral nerve

Historical knowledge of the peripheral nerve dates back to 1000 B.C. as it has 

been suggested that the description and the functions of the vagus and the 

recurrent laryngeal nerves had been known in Sushruta. Hippocrates has been 

credited with the first written description of the nerve and Galen was the first 

to describe the effects of nerve transection. However, our present 

understanding of the structure of the peripheral nerve stems from pioneering 

works by van Leeuwenhoek, Fontana, Bell, Purkinje, Waller and Schwann 

(Terzis & Smith 1990).

The peripheral nervous system is comprised of the peripheral nerve fibres and 

their associated tissues, which include glial cells, sensory organs, muscle 

motor end plates, intraneural vasculature and related extracellular matrix 

(Landon 1976; Dyck & Thomas 1984). The focus of this chapter is on 

neurons, glial cells and their extracellular matrix.

1.1.1 Neurons

The neuronal cell body is the site of all metabohc activities, which are then 

transported along the axon. Motor neurons innervate striated muscles, and 

their cell bodies and dendrites are located in the anterior horn of the spinal 

cord and are often referred to as anterior horn cells. The axons pass through 

the anterior root to join the peripheral nerve bundle. These axons are 

myelinated except at their origins and terminations, where they divide into
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numerous branches to form neuromuscular synapses. Motor neurons 

innervating smooth muscles and glands belong to the autonomic nervous 

system. Their cell bodies are found in the peripheral autonomic ganglia and 

their axons are unmyelinated. Sensory neurons are located outside, but close, 

to the spinal cord in dorsal root ganglia of the spinal nerves. These are 

unipolar neurons and carry impulses generated from the skin as well as muscle 

spindles, viscera and blood vessels back to the spinal cord. The sensory fibres 

may be myelinated or unmyelinated according to the sensory modality.

A nerve fibre is generally described as any process of the nerve cell, either 

dendrite or axon. It is a cylindrical extension of the cell soma, which arises 

from the funnel shaped axonal hillock. A specialised membrane, axolemma, 

surrounds it and maintains a resting potential by selectively altering the 

concentration of monovalent ions. The nerve fibres can be divided into motor, 

sensory and sympathetic, and are classified according to their fibre diameter 

and conduction velocity into A, B and C fibres (Gasser & Grundfest 1939). 

The principle content of the fibres, axoplasm, are microfilaments, 

neurofilaments and neiu'otubules. Microfilaments, as their name implies, are 

the smallest component and are made up of actin proteins and may play a role 

in intra-axonal transport (Varon & Bunge 1978). Neurofilaments are larger 

and more prevalent and are composed of proteins of 3 distinct molecular 

weights, 68-200 kD, which are the products of distinct genes and can also be 

distinguished by immunohistology (Lee et al 1982). Following damage, they 

rapidly disappear and are digested by axonal calcium-activated proteases
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(Schlaepfer & Hasler 1979). Neurotubules are akin to microtubules in other 

cell types and act to give cytoskeletal support.

Axons are unable to synthesise proteins thus are dependent on the neuronal 

cell body or the glial cells for their maintenance. Macromolecules are 

transported along both directions of the axon concurrently and at various 

speeds, from around 1mm to 468mm/day (Tytell et al 1981). The slow 

anterograde transport is for the bulk movement of neurofilaments and is 

equivalent to the rate of axonal outgrowth sprouting (Di Giamberardino et al 

1973). An important function of retrograde transport, but not the only activity, 

is uptake of exogenous growth factors produced by the end organs and 

transported back to the neuronal cell body (Ebendal et al 1980).

Nerve fibres, together with their supporting Schwann cells (SC), form the bulk 

of the peripheral nerves. These are surrounded by an outer epineurium, 

composed by connective tissue, fibroblasts and blood vessels, a perineurium, 

which surrounds the nerve fascicles, and an inner endoneurium. Thus a 

diffusion barrier is formed that isolates the endoneurium from the connective 

tissue surrounding the epineurium (Ahmed & Weller 1979). The endoneurium 

contains the supporting elements of the nerve fibres, which includes SC, 

fibroblasts, occasional mast and fat cells and extracellular matrix (ECM) 

(Thomas et al 1993). Although the fascicular pattern of the nerve fibre is 

highly variable, there is a high degree of segregation of afferent and efferent 

fascicles of pure motor or sensory nerves within each fascicle and nerve type 

(Terzis & Smith 1990).
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1.1.2 Schwann cells

These are the principal glial cells o f  the peripheral nerve, and they were first 

described by Theodor Schwann (1810-1882) (Figure. 1.1), who reported the 

cell merely as an incidental passing interest in histology (Figure. 1.2). He 

described SC as a part o f  his general theory o f  cellular structure (Causey 

1960).

Figure 1.1 Portrait o f  T. Schwann
V Y"

Figure 1.2 Original drawings o f  T. 

Schwann (from Causey, 1960)
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Schwann was under the impression that these cells developed from the axons 

(or Remak fibres as he described them). However, it is now clear that SC 

originate from the neural crest and to a lesser extent from the neural tube 

(lessen & Mirsky 1998). The irreversible step from neural crest cells to SC 

precursors is observed in cells that express high levels of mRNA for PO, 

which is a major myelin protein (Mirsky & lessen 1999). The number of cells 

migrating from the neural crest to become SC is small compared to the final 

number of mature cells in the peripheral nerve. SC precursors do not express 

SlOO marker but within days and early during gestation the typical SlOO 

antigen is expressed in the cells (lessen & Mirsky 1991). The precursors of 

SC undergo a proliferative phase and the exact mechanism that regulates this 

proliferation remains unclear. It may be that the developing embryonic 

neurons partly regulate this activity as they express high levels of neuregulins, 

in particular glial growth factor (GGF) (Shah et al 1994). GGF is a potent SC 

mitogen (Marchionni et al 1993) and it interacts with SC heterodiameric 

receptors composed of c-erbB2, c-erbB3 and c-erbB4 (Grinspan et al 1996). 

Deficiency of SC is observed in mice with the deletion of neuregulin-1 

(Meyer & Birchmeier 1995). Further evidence on the role of the neurons is 

evident when SC isolated from axons become quiescent in vitro. SC mitosis 

continues until there is a 1:1 ratio between axons and myelinating SC, and the 

segment of axon that is myelinated by a single SC is termed node of Ranvier. 

As myelination proceeds, there is a down regulation of GGF receptors, erbB2 

and erbB3 (Mirsky & lessen 1999).
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There are two very distinct categories of SC, myelinating and non

myelinating. Axons, whether myelinated or unmyelinated are ensheathed by 

SC along their entire length. A feature of SC is the deposition of a basal 

lamina, a component of extracellular matrix, which surrounds the axons and 

isolates them from the surrounding matrix. Axonal contact has been shown to 

be a factor for differentiation of SC to myelin forming phenotype (lessen et al 

1987). Axonal diameter is also important, as only axons with a diameter larger 

than 0.7pm undergo myelination (Windebank et al 1985), yet the identity of 

myelination signal remains unclear. Recently, it has been shown that SC 

synthesise progesterone, which stimulates myelin formation (Chan et al 

2000) and blocking of progesterone receptors also inhibits myelination 

(Koenig et al 2000).

The phenotypic markers expressed by SC seem to be dependent to their 

related axon rather than an inherent difference in SC. This is evident as after 

loss of axonal contact, SC readily revert back to the expression of markers 

characteristic of immature non-myelinating SC (lessen & Richardson 1996) 

and this phenomenon is irrespective of SC type. Some of the phenotypic 

markers are common to all mature SC, such as SlOO, vimentin and laminin 

(Scherer 1997). Other markers like PO, myelin basic protein, myelin 

associated glycoprotein are restricted to myelin forming SC (Scherer 1997). 

Some markers are exclusive to non-myelinating SC such as intermediate glial 

fibrillary acid protein (GFAP), p75 (low affinity nerve growth factor 

receptor), neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) and Ll (Jessen & Mirsky
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1992). Thus it is possible to ascertain the SC phenotype using 

immunohistochemical stains for the distinctive phenotypic markers.

1.1.3 Extracellular matrix

Neuronal axons and SC are enmeshed in a complex extracellular matrix 

(ECM), whose two major components are basal lamina and fibrillar matrix. 

The fibrillar matrix is made up mostly of type I and III collagen, while the 

basal lamina contains types IV and V collagen, the glycoproteins laminin, 

fibronectin and tenascin, as well as heparan sulphate (Chemousov & Carey 

2000). The ECM components act together to provide structural support for the 

cellular elements and affect their behaviour during development and maturity.

Tissue culture studies have defined the ECM products that are produced by 

SC, how their production is controlled, and how endoneurial and perineural 

fibroblasts co-operate and are regulated by SC in organising ECM. Fibroblasts 

can also induce synthesis of ECM via SC (Obremski et al. 1993), and in turn 

the SC signal to the surrounding connective tissue, possibly via Desert 

Hedgehog molecules, to organise perineurial fibroblasts (Mirsky & Jessen 

1999). ECM is not produced and organised by neurons cultured alone, 

whereas cultured SC can express basal lamina components on their surface, 

although these are not formed into basal lamina as identifiable by electron 

microscopy (Baron-Van Evercooren et al 1986). It is in co-cultures of 

neurons and SC that a basal lamina is formed on the axonal surface of SC, and 

a continuous basal lamina production depends on direct contact with axons 

(Bunge et al 1990). Thus SC have a critical role in the production of ECM,
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which is essential for the ensheathing of the axons. The importance of ECM 

was demonstrated in tissue culture studies where collagen production and 

subsequent myelination was prevented in medium without ascorbic acid 

(Eldridge et al. 1989). An important effect of the basal lamina is to polarise 

the myelinating SC, as the surface free of the basal lamina is responsible for 

axonal adhesion (Chemousov & Carey 2000). Laminin and fibronectin are 

potent promoters of cell adhesion, while migration, adhesion and signalling 

functions of ECM are mediated by integrin receptors on SC (Chemousov & 

Carey 2000). Antibodies to pi fragment of the integrin receptor block 

migration on laminin 1 and 2 and myelination, while av fragment may be 

involved in migration of SC on fibronectin (Mirsky & lessen 1999).

1.2 Axonal degeneration

Axonal degeneration is the default biological response following any distal 

axonopathy. There are many causes of axonopathy either hereditary or 

acquired and a review is given in Greenfield’s Neuropathology (Graham & 

Lantos 1997). The focus of this section is on traumatic axotomy.

1.2.1 Classification of nerve injury

As a results of a large retrospective survey, a scheme for classification of 

traumatic nerve injuries was developed by Seddon (1954a) and subsequently 

by Sunderland (1978). In first degree injuries (neuropraxia), axonal continuity 

is maintained and the decreased function is reversible. In second degree 

injuries (axonotmesis), there is a complete axonal dismption but the basal
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lamina is intact and recovery occurs in months. In third degree injuries, the 

basal lamina is also interrupted and there is a complete functional impairment. 

In the fourth and fifth degree injuries (neurotmesis), there is a full structural 

disruption and microsurgical intervention can improve the prognosis. Nerve 

injuries rarely follow such defined classification except fourth and fifth degree 

lesions where all components are damaged. It is this type of injury that has 

been studied in the experiments described in this thesis.

1.2.2 Wallerian degeneration

Following nerve injury, complex changes occur throughout the neuron, both 

in the proximal and distal nerve segments, extending to the muscle motor end 

plates and the sensory receptors. Chromatolysis takes place in the cell body, 

manifested as soma swelling, break up of Nissl's granules and nuclear 

eccentricity (Sterman & Delannoy 1985). Protein metabolism is altered and 

directed towards repair of the cytoskeleton and regeneration of the axons, with 

a corresponding decrease in neurotransmitter production. Neuronal cell death 

by apoptosis may occur (Ekstrom 1995, Hart et al 2001), and its extent is 

dependent on the site and degree of the injury (Ma et a l 2001). A sequence of 

events that occur in the distal and to some extent in the proximal stump was 

described by Waller (1850) hence it was called Wallerian degeneration. 

However, in his original account Waller only described the distal changes of 

myelinated axons.

During the first week after injury remodelling occurs along the whole of the 

distal segment and to some degree in the proximal stump, up to the first node
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of Ranvier. In the myelinated fibres, axons and myelin sheaths break down. 

The firagments are phagocytosed partly by SC (Stoll et al. 1989), but 

macrophages are mainly involved in myelin degradation and play a crucial 

role in the progress of Wallerian degeneration (Hall 1993). SC in the distal 

segment undergo de-differentiation by altering their phenotypic marker 

expression by exhibiting low affinity nerve growth factor receptor (LNGFR), 

p75 antigen (Nikam et al 1995), and becoming mitotic and proliferate, 

peaking at 3 to 5 days post axotomy. Following mitosis there is a longitudinal 

alignment of SC within the basal lamina, which results in the formation of 

bands of Biingner. This alignment of SC is precursor to regeneration of the 

axons, which find a suitable substrate and directional cues for their regrowth 

towards and into the distal stump. The changes in unmyelinated fibres are 

similar, but longitudinal columns of SC in form seen in the band of Biingner 

do not develop (Graham & Lantos 1997).

It is unclear what is the signal initiating Wallerian degeneration, but there is 

some evidence that disruption of axonal transport results in SC de- 

differentiation (Wu et a l 1994). That axonal degeneration may be a signal for 

Wallerian degeneration is also confirmed by studies in C57BL/Wld^ mice, 

where delayed axonal degeneration results in postponement of SC 

proliferation and macrophage invasion (Glass et a l 1993). Following axonal 

degeneration, SC start to produce neuregulins, which induce glial cell mitosis 

(Raabe et a l 1996). Thus SC may be partially responsible for their own 

proliferation during Wallerian degeneration, probably acting via autocrine or 

paracrine mechanisms (Carroll et al 1997). There is also evidence that
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recruited macrophages may stimulate SC proliferation (Kubota & Suzuki 

2000).

1.3 Axonal regeneration

Axonal sprouting begins rapidly, starting at 6 hours after the injury. This 

happens before any change in the cell body becomes apparent; thus the ability 

to grow sprouts may be intrinsic to the axon. The degree of injury largely 

dictates the mode of axonal growth. After transection and formation of a nerve 

gap, SC and fibroblasts from both the proximal and distal stump migrate into 

the gap. There is collateral axonal sprouting originating at the node of Ranvier 

immediately proximal to the site of the injury, and as many as 25 sprouts may 

stem from a single axon, possibly induced by the Wallerian degeneration 

(Slack et al 1979; Graham & Lantos 1997). The growth cones, which are the 

tip of the axonal sprouts, extend along the inner surface of SC or through the 

band of Biingner, into the distal nerve segment (Martini et al 1990; Son & 

Thompson 1995). Axonal sprouting decreases with time, which is probably 

related to the successful contact with the distal target organ (Sanders & Young 

1976).

The mechanism of growth cone movement is not fully elucidated. Filopodia at 

the tip of the growth cone are actin rich and may sense the gradient of trophic 

and adhesive factors (O’Connor et al 1990). The forward movement may be 

only partially explained by the push of slow transport of microtubules as the 

forward movements of growth cone and microtubules formation do not fully 

correlate (Tanaka & Kirschner 1991). Axonal elongation behind the grov^h
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cone needs addition of new membrane and cytoskeleton, and evidence 

suggests that the new membrane is added both at the growth cone and along 

the length of the axon (Popov et al 1993). The growth cone is well supplied 

by actin and tubulin but deficient in neurofilaments, thus there is a zone of 

neurofilament deficient axon behind the growth cone (McQuarrie & Lasek 

1989), which may result in slight underestimation of the regeneration distance 

when using this marker.

1.3.1 Role of Schwann cells

SC and the associated basal laminae support nerve regeneration (Ide et al 

1983; Sketelj et al 1989; Son & Thompson 1995). SC migration into the site 

of injury is independent of the accompanying axon (Anderson et al 1991) but 

the axonal growth is severely impaired when SC mitosis is prevented (Hall 

1986a; Bresjanac & Sketelj 1989). The growth cone will preferentially adhere 

to denervated SC rather than to their basal lamina (Martini et al 1994). In 

addition, SC may induce axonal sprouting (Son et a l 1996) and play an active 

role in supporting neurons during the regeneration process by giving 

guidance, providing neurotrophic support and regulating axonal differentiation 

(Son & Thompson 1995). Initially SC surround a number of regenerating 

axons but with time a 1:1 relationship with larger axons is achieved. Axon-SC 

interactions during regeneration are recapitulated in those events also seen 

during development (cf. 1.1.2).

Following injury, SC upregulate the synthesis of many known trophic factors, 

including nerve growth factor (NFG) (Heumann et al 1987), brain-derived
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neurotrophic factor (BDNF) (Acheson et al 1991), platelet-derived growth 

factor (PDGF) (Eccleston et al 1993), insulin-like growth factor (Cheng et al 

1996), ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) (Friedman et a l 1992) and 

leukaemia inhibitory factor (LIF) (Matsuoka et al 1997), all of which play a 

role in nerve regeneration (Terenghi 1999). These growth factors can promote 

regeneration by providing neurotrophic support while other molecules 

synthesised by the SC can contribute to axonal guidance.

SC express a number of cell adhesion molecules such as NCAM, LI and 

laminin, which are upregulated following denervation and by two weeks after 

injury SC display LI and NCAM phenotype (Martini 1994). The presence of 

LI and NCAM on SC is essential for adequate axonal regrowth as they 

mediate SC interaction with counterpart molecules present on the growth cone 

(lessen & Richardson 1996). Therefore in summary, SC give both structural 

and trophic guidance to the regenerating neurons with their axons during this 

process.

1.4 Peripheral nerve repair

Currently, primary epineurial repair is used where there is no loss of nerve 

tissue (Bora et a l 1976). Reconstruction is a bigger challenge when there is a 

gap in the nerve and the ends cannot be joined directly. The focus of this 

thesis is on such situations when gap repair is carried out.

For many centuries surgeons avoided touching the nerve stumps for the fear of 

causing convulsions despite the attempts by Paul of Aegina (625-690) to
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approximate nerve stumps before closing the wound. The Persian physician 

Avicenna (980-1037) achieved indirect closure of nerve ends by 

approximating the remaining soft tissue (Omer et al 1997). The first use of 

nerve transplant in human to bridge a gap was reported in 1878 by Albert 

(Davis & Cleveland 1934). However, the first successful use of nerve graft 

was described by Bunnell (1927). At the time this procedure had a mixed 

reception, with some strong opposition (Platt 1919; Stopford 1920). However, 

following publication of a successful series by Huber (1919) and the wide use 

with this technique during World War II (Seddon 1954b), nerve grafting was 

accepted as a standard method of nerve gap repair. Since then the results of 

nerve gap repair have significantly improved, especially following 

popularisation of the use of the microscope during surgery (Millesi 1973; 

Stancic et al. 1998). Yet, despite advances in microsurgical techniques and 

instrumentation, the functional recovery following nerve injury has remained 

unsatisfactory (Mackinnon & Dellon 1988). Full functional recovery in 

peripheral nerve reconstruction is still elusive and it is generally agreed that 

further improvement in outcome will not come fi*om further development in 

surgical techniques. It is becoming clear that a complete understanding of the 

pathophysiological events of degeneration and regeneration is needed, in order 

to manipulate correctly the microenvironment of the nerve injury and to 

obtain optimal nerve regeneration.
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1.4.1 Nerve gap reconstruction

1.4.1.1 Nerve graft

Nerve grafting is commonly performed as a non-vascularized tissue transfer, 

while vascularized nerve grafts are generally performed when there is an 

associated vascular deficit or injury (Townsend & Taylor 1984). For nerve 

autograft, usually a cutaneous sensory nerve such as the sural nerve, is used to 

bridge the nerve gap. The recovery following nerve grafting depends on a 

number of factors including the type of the nerve involved, delay at the time 

of repair, associated morbidities, soft tissue bed, tension of repair, and the age 

of the patient (Vanderhooft 2000). Generally the results of nerve graft in the 

upper limb are better than those in the lower limb (Donzelli et al. 1998). 

However, the results of a large series by MacKinnon and Dellon has 

demonstrated that full functional recovery is never achieved (Mackinnon & 

Dellon 1988).

The harvest of a nerve graft results in co-morbidity for the patient, including a 

further wound site, loss of sensation and possible formation of painful 

neuroma at the donor site. The harvested nerve is often of a smaller calibre 

and there are a limited number of nerves that can be sacrificed for this 

purpose. In order to overcome the above adversities, allografts have been tried 

with some success (Berger & Lassner 1994), the limiting factor remains the 

difficulties associated with immunosuppression (Matsuyama et al. 2000). 

Xenografts have also been tried and shown to be inferior to autograft (Accioli, 

V et al 1999). There has been increasing interest in developing a different 

method to nerve grafting, and recently there has been renewed interest in end-
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to side neurorrhaphy (Zhang et al 2000) but success remains unproven (al- 

Qattan & al-Thunyan 1998; Rowan et al 2000). Nerve expansion technique 

has been reported to have deleterious effects on nerve function (Milner & 

Wilkins 1992). Whilst other ingenious methods have been described (Ryoke 

et a l 2000; Ayhan et al 2000), autologous free nerve graft remains the 

standard method for clinical nerve gap repair.

1.4.1.2 Conduits and other alternatives methods 

The search for alternative methods to bridge a gap in an injured peripheral 

nerve is nothing new and has encompassed the use of both autologous as well 

as artificial and biodegradable materials. In 1880 Gluck used surgical drains 

of bone to repair nerve and eleven years later, Biingner used a segment of 

artery to repair the hypoglossal nerve of a dog with some success (Gliick 

1880; Hunger 1891). Stopford and Platt reported poor results in their series of 

experiments using veins for grafting (Platt 1919; Stopford 1920) and the 

interest in conduits waned until a report by Weiss re-kindled interest in the 

field (Weiss & Taylor 1946). For structural reasons blood vessels were an 

obvious choice and they were first used to protect nerve anastomosis (Miglets 

& Thomas 1973) but also as a conduit (Walton et al 1989) with a number of 

modifications (Benito-Ruiz et al 1994; Ferrari et al 1999). The results were 

still inferior to nerve grafts and the technique has mainly been restricted for 

the repair of short gaps (Chiu 1999). Muscle grafts attracted interest as the 

basal lamina of the myofibrils was similar to the structure of nerve grafts 

(Fawcett & Keynes 1986) and could guide regenerating axons (Davies et al 

1987). It was shown that pre-degeneration of the muscle graft (Glasby et al
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1986; Hall 1997) was necessary and that the method of pre-degeneration was 

important (Whitworth et al 1995a). Further improvements on regeneration 

were seen when nerve and muscle were combined as a sandwich graft (Calder 

& Green 1995; Whitworth et al 1995b). Encouraging results have also been 

reported using the combination of veins filled with muscle grafts (Battiston et 

al 2000), However, the overall results of the previous methods are still not 

satisfactory especially for long nerve defects (Hems & Glasby 1993).

The use of non-biological materials for gap repair was not introduced until 

one century after trials of biological materials and a number of materials have 

been used for making conduits: magnesium, formalin treated casein, gelatin, 

rubber, Millipore and cellulose (Fields et al 1989), but all with no success. 

This resulted that Sundeiiand concluded the use of non-biological materials 

had no value in nerve gap repair and could even worsen the regeneration by 

introducing infections and fibrosis (Sunderland 1978). Interest in non- 

biological conduits was re-started when Lundborg showed regeneration across 

a silicone conduit (Lundborg et al 1982), however, their removal after 

regeneration was recommended because of their rigidity causing chronic 

irritation of nerve (Lundborg et al 1994). The most promising conduits have 

been biodegradable, manufactured from naturally occurring or synthetic 

substances (Fields et al 1989; Doolabh et al 1996; Strauch 2000). Advances 

in material engineering and improved production techniques has also enabled 

surface texture modification which has shown to be important in guiding 

cellular migration (Curtis & Wilkinson 1997; Curtis & Wilkinson 2001) and 

regenerating axons (Guenard et al 1991).
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A number of biodegradable conduits have been shown to be useful in the 

nerve gap repair: such as fibronectin, precipitated from blood and shaped into 

mats (Whitworth et al. 1995c), collagen (Madorsky et al. 1998), polylactic 

acid (Evans et al. 1999), polyglycolic acid (Matsumoto et al. 2000), their co

polymer (Hadlock et al. 1999), polyester urethane (Borkenhagen et al. 1998) 

as well as inorganic materials (Gilchrist et al. 1998).

Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) is an example of a biodegradable polymer of 

natural origin that can be easily produced in vitro. PHB granules are a natural 

storage product of bacteria and can be isolated by solvent extraction. PHB is 

non-toxic, biocompatible, non-antigenic and resorbable by hydrolytic 

degradation (Holmes 1988) and it has been made into sheets which have 

longitudinally aligned fibres, ideal for contact guidance of neuronal and glial 

components. Nerve conduits made from PHB sheets have been used 

effectively for primary nerve repair (Hazari et al. 1999a), as well as being 

useful for nerve gap repair (Hazari et al. 1999b; Young et al. 2001). Its use 

has not produced excessive fibrosis or inflammatory response (Hazari et al. 

1999a) and PHB sheets have also been used clinically in cardiovascular 

surgery (Duvemoy er a/. 1995).

Although the PHB conduit may give directional guidance to the sprouting 

axons through its microgeometry (Aebischer et al. 1990), there is evidently a 

lack of supporting elements within the conduit necessary for bridging long 

nerve gaps (Young et al. 2001). The need of supporting elements for nerve
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regeneration is apparent from experiments where a nerve segment has been 

inserted into a muscle graft, as a source of autologous SC that could help and 

improve the regenerative process of the axons (Calder & Green 1995; 

Whitworth er a/. 1995a).

However, recovery following use of conduits is inferior to that using 

autologous nerve grafts. Even the use of nerve grafts for the peripheral nerve 

reconstruction does not result in full functional recovery. Furthermore, their 

use necessitates sacrifice of normal nerve, such as sural nerve, and results in 

extra morbidity (Mackinnon & Dellon 1988). Hence there is a clinical need to 

improve the outcome of the conduit repair to be used as an alternative the 

nerve graft.

1.4.2 Time factor

In most experimental studies, nerve gap repair is carried out immediately after 

injury, which is optimal but in reality there is often a delay affecting neuronal 

survival and causing atrophy of the distal nerve and end organs. Following 

axotomy, SC survive in the distal stump for some time (Meier et al. 1999), but 

there is a gradual dispersion and disappearance of SC basement membrane 

(Gianni & Dyck 1993). Furthermore, the ability of SC to respond to axonal 

mitogens reduces by time (Li et al 1997) and the terminal SC, teloglia, 

undergo apoptosis if regeneration does not occur within a certain period 

(Trachtenberg & Thompson 1996).
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Due to the continuing collagen deposition, failure in regeneration results in 

irreversible shrinkage of the distal endoneurial sheath (Thomas 1964) and two 

years after injury, the cross-sectional area is 1% of the normal size (Terzis & 

Smith 1990). This causes scar formation and a physical block for regenerating 

axons resulting in neuroma formation. The deterioration in SC and the distal 

nerve fibrosis together with the target organ deterioration (Fu S.Y. & Gordon 

T. 1995) may explain the deleterious effect of delay on regeneration.

1.5 Bioengineered nerve conduits

Biocompatible conduits may be combined with cultured cells and/or growth 

factors. Hence, the requirements of regeneration can be met by concentrating 

within the conduit all the elements needed for a successful axonal regrowth 

(Heath & Rutkowski 1998; Hudson et al. 2000; Schachner 2000), in essence 

producing a bioengineered nerve conduit.

It is clear that SC within such a nerve play a crucial role, however, several 

other elements need to be taken into consideration such as the matrix in which 

SC are suspended as ECM and perineurial fibroblasts. The loss of 

neurotrophic factors produced fi*om end organs may be compensated by the 

addition of extra growth factors, an alternative strategy would be to boost the 

synthesis of growth factors by transplanted SC through genetic engineering 

techniques.
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1.5.1 Transplantation of cultured Schwann cells

SC are important for neuronal survival and development of axonal 

characteristics (lessen & Mirsky 1999), and are essential for axonal regrowth 

following injury (Hall 1986b). SC transplantation has been shown to enhance 

both peripheral and central nerve regeneration (Smith & Stevenson 1988; 

Guenard et al 1992; Levi et al 1994; Guest et al 1997). Before this treatment 

can be used clinically, further improvements of the effects of SC therapy 

should be demonstrated. SC are quiescent in vitro and do not divide 

spontaneously. Over the last decade SC culture techniques have been 

improved (Rutkowski et al 1995; Casella et al 1996; Abrams et al 1998; 

Lopez & De 1999) thanks also to the availability of the SC mitogen, GGF II 

(Marchionni et al 1993). Consequently, it has been possible to obtain a large 

number of purified cultured primary SC from a small nerve biopsy. It has 

been demonstrated that, at least in short term, cultured SC maintain their 

phenotype (Rutkowski et al 1990) thus may be suitable for implantation.

The use of SC for peripheral nerve repair is not a new concept. However, 

before human trials of this therapeutic modality may be contemplated, a 

number of questions need to be answered. Firstly, the safety of SC 

transplantation need to be demonstrated, such as undergoing metaplastic or 

neoplastic changes. Additionally, active participation of transplanted SC in the 

regenerative process should be demonstrated. These two questions may be 

addressed by a reliable method of tracking SC following transplantation. 

Similarly, a protocol needs to be devised such that conversion from the 

experimental model to the clinical setting would be technically and ethically
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feasible and acceptable. This entails use of materials and matrices that may be 

of use in the clinical setting. A further question that needs addressing is the 

optimal number of transplanted SC that may be used to give the optimal 

results. This would not only achieve acceptable functional recovery but also 

avoid wastage of a highly intensive procedure, which would be crucial in its 

uptake in routine clinical practice. Unfortunately, previous papers have left the 

above questions unanswered (cf. Appendix 4).

SC identification has been poorly addressed and some investigators have not 

attempted to identify the SC following transplantation (Brown et al. 1996; 

Bryan et al. 1996), whilst others have used either chemical labelling (Kim et 

al. 1994; Ansselin et al. 1997; Rodriguez et al. 2000a) or genetic labelling 

(Aguayo et al. 1977). However, the effect of the labelling techniques on the 

integrity of SC is not clear. Despite the numerous variables and inconsistent 

methodologies, previous studies agree that transplanted SC improve 

peripheral nerve regeneration, however, the characterisation of an effective 

methodology is still forthcoming.

It is possible that the time delay prior to obtaining an adequate number of 

autologous SC for transplantation as well as the local availability of expertise 

would limit the clinical use of SC transplantation for peripheral nerve 

reconstruction. Allogeneic SC transplantation is therefore an attractive option 

as it would allow using an off-the-shelf population of screened and cultured 

SC ready for transplantation. Transplantation of allogeneic SC without 

immunosuppression has been reported without success (Guenard et al. 1992)
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although their participation in the regeneration process was not evident and a 

clear identification of transplanted SC was not addressed and it may be 

possible that rejection occurred before regeneration.

1.5.1.1 Schwann cell chemical labelling

In order to investigate the cellular mechanism and contribution of transplanted 

SC for nerve regeneration, reliable markers are needed to distinguish donor 

and host SC during the regeneration process in vivo. This is especially 

important in peripheral nerves, as SC are recruited equally fi*om the damaged 

proximal and distal ends (Bardosi 1989)(Diaz-Flores et al. 1995). The 

labelling technique needs to be stable and uniform, but should not affect the 

cell viability, morphology and characteristics of the cells.

Radioactive probes such as Iodine and Chromium have been used for 

lymphocytic cell tracking, however, toxicity, internal radiation effects, poor 

uptake and rapid elution (Horan 1990) make these methodologies unsuitable 

for long term in vivo transplantation. Fluorescent probes such as fluorescein 

and rhodamine isothiocyanate rapidly escape during the first 5 hours of 

tracking (Olszewski 1987) making them incompatible for use in SC. Dyes 

such as indocarbocyanine have been shown to suffer from non-uniform 

labelling when used in neuronal cells (Honig 1986).

Two reporter molecules were identified in this study, which were considered 

as possibly useful for a more permanent and efficient labelling of SC. 

Bisbenzimide (Hoechst 33342) has been suggested as a suitable marker for SC
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prior to transplantation (Baron-Van Evercooren et al 1991) and has been used 

in vivo (Casella et al 1996; Ansselin et al 1997; Hermanns et al 1997). 

H33342 reversibly binds to adenine-thymidine rich regions of chromatin and 

is rapidly incorporated into the SC transplantation. PKH26 is a fluorescent 

dye that has been claimed to have superior overall profile for use in cell 

trafficking studies (Horan 1998) and has also been used for SC labelling in 

vivo (Hermanns et al 1997). PKH26 is a highly aliphatic reporter molecule 

containing a fiuorochrome, which is entrapped after incorporation into the cell 

membrane due to its differential solubility in an aqueous-lipid environment. 

Notwithstanding these recent uses, the effect of labelling with H33342 and 

PKH26 on SC has not been adequately documented, and it was investigated in 

this study.

1.5.1.2 Schwa fin cell genetic labelling

Genetic markers may be used as an alternative to chemical. A replication 

deficient retroviral vector may be used to permanently introduce a marker 

gene such as lacZ into SC (Bunge et al 1989; Ferry et al 1991). Similar 

methodology has successfully been utilised in our centre for the identification 

of transplanted cultured kératinocytes for dermal replacement (Bevan et al 

1997; Ng era/. 1997).

A further advantage is that the safety and efficacy of the genetic engineering 

method utilised may be characterised by the introduction of a gene such as 

lacZ gene that does not have products which would interact with the nerve 

regeneration. The characterisation of SC would involve ensuring that the 

proliferation and viability of cells were not affected following transduction.
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Additionally, it is important to demonstrate that following transduction SC 

preserve their chromosomal configuration by maintaining the Hayflick limit 

(Hayflick & Moorhead 1961) thus they do not become immortalised. Finally, 

SC phenotypic expression of markers should be preserved.

1.5.2 Matrix

Transplantation matrix should permit cell proliferation, without toxicity to 

either SC or neurons, while lasting long enough to entrap the cells in the 

conduit for the duration of axonal regeneration. It should also allow and 

support penetration of regenerating axons, being sufficiently porous to mimic 

the function of natural extracellular matrix in encouraging tissue formation 

from the transplanted cell (Smidsord O & Skjak-Braek 1990). In addition, the 

scaffold must withstand in vitro handling as well as surgical procedures 

necessary for implantation.

Despite the interest shown by investigators in the concept of nerve guidance, 

little attention has been given to find a suitable carrying matrix for growth 

factors or cultured cells. Growth factors have usually been applied to the 

nerve in physiological solutions, with a limited availability and relatively 

short degradation profile (Rich et a l 1989). Bioactive fibronectin mat has 

been used for delivery of growth factors to improve nerve regeneration 

(Whitworth et al 1996; Sterne et al 1997; Ahmed et a l 1999), and a number 

of cell matrices have been used for SC transplantation (Guenard et al 1992; 

Kim et a l 1994; Silverman et al 1999; Solchaga et al 1999). Recently, 

hyaluronic acid has been modified and made in to strands, which enhanced
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ability to allow SC attachment (Hu et al 2000) and magnetically aligned 

collagen gel filling has been reported to improve regeneration (Ceballos et al 

1999). However, collagen, fibrin, hyaluronic acid are of animal origin and 

their source may represent a problem for their clinical application. Also these 

matrices maybe resorbed or broken down before adequate axonal regeneration 

and maturation has taken place, hence the transplanted SC would lose its 

extracellular supporting framework.

Matrigel has been used as a SC delivery matrix (Rodriguez et a l 2000b) but it 

is extracted fi*om sarcoma cell lines and may not be suitable to be used in 

human. Patterning technology has been shown to allow modification of 

matrices to give direction to the nerve regeneration (Patel et a l 1998).

1.5.2.1 Alginate

Alginate hydrogel is a naturally derived water-soluble polymer extracted firom 

brown seaweed algae (Figure 1.3). It is available as an ultra-pure, endotoxin 

free form. Alginate hydrogel is a linear co-polymer composed of a varying 

proportion of 1, 4-linked p-D-mannuronate (M) and 1, 4-linked a-L- 

glucuronate (G) blocks, which depends on the algae of origin (Figure 1.4). 

The viscosity of its solution is dependent on the length of the polymer, longer 

units being more viscous. Biocompatibility of high mannuronate residue 

alginate has been demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo (Klock et a l 1997). 

Also low viscosity mannuronate (LVM) alginate has been demonstrated to be 

more amenable to molecular difftision (Amsden & Turner 1999), which is 

important for potential use as a cell suspension matrix.
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Alginate extraction

Alginic acid

Depyrogenisation

Micro and ultrafiltration

Figure 1.3 Extraction process of alginate from seaweed. Blue: 

crude production, green: purification process. (Adapted from 

Pronova literature, Norway)
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Mammalian cells lack enzymes to digest alginates but as calcium ions 

dissolve out of alginate hydrogel, the gel structure is lost and is slowly 

excreted renally. Alginate hydrogel has been extensively used in 

microencapsulation of pancreatic islet cells for transplantation and treatment
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of diabetes mellitus. It has also been used to implant neuronal cells (Boisseau 

et al. 1993), genetically modified fibroblasts secreting nerve growth factor 

(Maysinger et al 1994) and for controlled-release of various neurotrophic 

factors in central (Maysinger et al 1996) as well as in peripheral nervous 

system (Suzuki et al 1999). Furthermore, rods made from alginate hydrogel 

and loaded with leukaemic inhibitory factor (LIF) have been reported to give a 

sustained release and enhance nerve regeneration (Austin et al 1997).

Potentially alginate hydrogel may be useful as a matrix for SC suspension, 

although it is not clear how SC would react to this matrix. LVM alginate 

appears to be useful for SC suspension. Also, alginate hydrogel forms gel 

through chemical crosslinkage with multivalent cations e.g. calcium. Hence it 

is important to ensure that the exposure to higher calcium concentration 

needed for setting of alginate hydrogel does not have deleterious effects on SC 

viability and axonal regeneration.

1.5.3 Role of gene therapy in nerve repair

The purpose of gene therapy is to transfer DNA (for example of growth 

factors) into the cells such that DNA is synthesised in these cells and 

recombinant protein expressed (Buti et al 1996). Two main methods are viral 

mediated transfer, such as retroviral vector (Robbins et al 1998) and non-viral 

techniques, such as plasmid-mediated DNA transfer (Brown et al 1981). It 

may also be possible to increase the availability of neurotrophic factors by the 

introduction of their DNA. This may be done with either an ex-vivo or an in
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vivo technique, in the former, DNA is introduced into the cells prior to 

implantation.

The production of neurotrophic factors in the central nervous system has been 

augmented by introducing extra genes in transplanted SC (Menei et al. 1998; 

Tuszynski et al 1998; Sayers et al 1998a; Sayers et a l 1998b). Also 

fibroblasts have been genetically modified to express BDNF and shown to 

remain active in CNS (Liu et al 1999). Genetically modified SC or fibroblasts 

have not been evaluated in peripheral nerve regeneration. For an in vivo 

method, the gene of interest is directly delivered and a widely used vector for 

this method is adenoviral vector and it has been used to introduce a gene in 

the peripheral nerve (Dijkhuizen et al 1998; Blits et al 1999; Glatzel et al 

2000; Joung et al 2000). However, there are safety concerns about their in 

vivo use as they have been reported to induce immune and inflammatory 

response (Crystal et al 1994). Direct use of cDNA may be safer and has been 

approved for clinical use (Caplen et al 1995; Noone et al 2000). However, 

sustained delivery of DNA has been difficult and a number of conjugation 

techniques have been employed to overcome the transient delivery of DNA 

(Brown et al 1981). It may be possible to use alginate hydrogel as a delivery 

vehicle for this purpose (Mittal et al 2000).

In vivo gene therapy is a valuable tool in studying the effects of novel growth 

factors in the peripheral nerve, and may be used as a first step prior to a 

combined use with SC in an ex-vivo method. Thus the use of gene therapy in 

the construction of the bioengineered conduits would allow the additional
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delivery of growth factors to further increase the potential of these conduits to 

enhance peripheral nerve regeneration. In this thesis this method will be used 

to investigate the effect of a novel spliced variant of insulin growth factor on 

peripheral nerve regeneration.
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1.6 Hypothesis

It is clear from previous studies that the use of an empty conduit is not 

sufficient to support nerve regeneration where there is a nerve gap and does 

not allow a full functional recovery. The available evidence indicates that 

addition of the cultured SC may be beneficial for the regeneration. However, 

it is still unclear what are the best components to construct such a 

bioengineered conduit.

It is proposed that morphological results of nerve repair will be improved by 

combining resorbable PHB conduits containing SC suspended in a suitable 

matrix. Also that a permanent labelling of SC would not compromise their 

viability and function and would therefore allow confirmation of their 

participation in the regeneration process.

Furthermore, the genetic labelling of SC prior to their transplantation in the 

nerve conduit would supply useful information on future genetic manipulation 

and introduction of genes that would further enhance nerve regeneration.

1.7 Aims

The aims of this study are;

1) Establish a protocol for the labelling and identification of the transplanted 

SC and track their biological behaviour.

2) Define a suitable matrix needed for the suspension of transplanted SC.
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3) Test a methodology to modify genetically the SC such that their properties 

would not be affected.

4) Characterise the effect of cultured SC transplantation in PHB conduit to 

repair a gap in rat sciatic nerve.

5) Evaluate the effect of syngeneic versus allogeneic SC transplantation for 

nerve repair

6) Investigate the possibility of gene transfer to the injured nerve as a 

methodology to enhance regeneration.
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c hapter Two

Materials and Methods



2.1 Rat Schwann cell culture

2.1.1 Nerve harvesting

One to two day old inbred rats. Dark Agouti (DA), Sprague Dawley (SD) or 

Lewis pups (n=20, mixed sex) were used at each harvest (Brookes et al 

1979). They were killed with CO2 overdose then wiped clean with alcoholic 

chlorhexidine. The skin of the lower limb was removed, and under an 

operating microscope (Zeiss lOX magnification) the gluteal muscles were 

split and the sciatic nerve was exposed (Figure 2.1) The sciatic nerve was then 

dissected to the foot to maximise the tissue yield. Either end of the nerve was 

carefully divided, as the nerve quickly retracts, and care was taken not to carry 

across any muscle or connective tissue. Following harvest, the nerves were 

kept in medium, Dublecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) plus HEPES 

buffer with penicillin and streptomycin (cf. Appendix 1), at room temperature. 

The operating area and instruments were cleaned between animals with 

alcoholic chlorhexidine. The success rate of harvesting was noted.

2.1.2 Digestion

The nerves were transported to the tissue culture room with a maximum delay 

of around 2 hours. The medium was changed and 2ml of fi-esh 

DMEM/HEPES was added with the addition of 500pl of collagenase I and 

250pl of trypsin (cf. Appendix 1). The nerves were incubated at 37°C for 15 

minutes, the medium was changed, firesh medium plus enzymes was added 

and the nerves were incubated for further a 15 minutes. The medium was 

changed and the digestion cycle was repeated twice more but the medium at 

the end of the subsequent cycles was not discarded.
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Figure 2.1 Harvesting of neonatal rat sciatic nerve (arrow)

as the nerves had started digesting and the medium contains suspended SC. 

Ten ml of cell growth medium was added to saturate the trypsin and dilute the 

collagenase to stop the digestion and possible damage to SC. In order to 

release further SC, the mixture was first triturated through a 21G needle 3 

times then through a 23G needle 3 times, and finally filtered through 70pm 

Falcon filter. The SC suspension was then centrifuged at SOOrpm (cf. 

Appendix 1) for 5 minutes and the SC washed twice with cell growth 

medium. SC were re-suspended in 5ml of cell gro^vth medium, plated on a 

Poly-D-Lysine (PDL) coated 25cm^ flask (cf. Appendix 2) and put in a 

humidified incubator at 37®C and 5% CO2.



2.1.3 Purification & maintenance

Day 2 the culture flasks were checked for cell attachment and infection. The 

medium was carefully taken off and the cells were gently washed with 

DMEM/ HEPES. After washing, 5ml of growth medium containing 10|iM 

cytotoxic agent cytosine-P-D-arabinofuranoside (Arac C) was added and the 

flasks returned to the incubator.

Day 3 the cultures were checked for fibroblast overgrowth and incubation 

with fresh medium containing Ara-C was repeated.

Day 4 the old medium was aspirated, followed by 4 gentle washes of cells 

with DMEM/HEPES. Five ml of rat SC growth medium (cf. Appendix 1) was 

added to the culture and the flasks were incubated up to 4 days, until the SC 

were confluent.

Day 5-8, Fibroblast depletion: This stage was undertaken once SC (mixed 

with fibroblasts) were sub-confluent. SC were lifted off the flask by adding 

0.25% trypsin/ EDTA (2ml for a 25cm^ flask, 3-4ml for a 75cm^ flask). After 

approximately 5 minutes incubation the cells started to lift off, then the flask 

was sharply tapped to detach all the cells completely. Following a check under 

the inverted microscope, ensuring complete cell detachment, 5ml of cell 

growth medium was added to stop the trypsin action. The suspension was 

centrifuged at SOOrpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was aspirated and the 

cells were washed again and centrifuged leaving a residual of around 0.1ml. 

The cells were re-suspended and SOOpl of diluted mouse anti rat Thy 1.1 

antibody (dil. 1:1000 in DMEM) was added and the mixture was incubated for 

10 minutes. Two hundred fifty pi of rabbit complement was added and the 

cell suspension was incubated for a further 30 minutes, with occasional
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mixing. Ten ml of cell growth medium was added to the cell suspension and 

centrifuged at SOOrpm for 5 minutes. The cell pellet was re-suspended in 5ml 

of SC growth medium and incubated in a PDL coated 25cm^ flask. This 

procedure eliminated most of the fibroblast contamination, however, the 

procedure was repeated if fibroblast contamination became a problem when 

SC were passaged. Contamination could easily be detected due to the different 

morphology of the cells. SC were bipolar cells with long processes, while 

fibroblasts showed larger cell bodies with short processes.

When the SC were confluent and ready to split, they assumed a characteristic 

swirl pattern (Figure 2.2A). The medium was aspirated and the cells were 

lifted off by addition of 0.25% trypsin EDTA. The suspension was transferred 

to a universal container and centrifuged at SOOrpm for 5 minutes. The SC were 

washed with DMEM/ HEPES, counted with a haemocytometer and plated on 

a PDL coated flask with SC growth medium at a density of 5x10^ cells/ 

25cm^.

2.2 Human Schwann cell culture

2.2.1 Nerve collection & digestion

Mr Simon Kay and his team (Plastic Surgery Department, St. James Hospital, 

Leeds) collected peripheral nerve samples. The samples were tissue discarded 

during nerve reconstructive procedures, and were collected with the 

permission of the patients. Under sterile conditions, the samples were 

immediately collected in transfer medium (OptiMEM) and kept at room
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Figure 2.2A Confluent rat SC in culture

temperature for no longer than 24 hours while transferred to the laboratory. 

On arrival, the nerve samples were weighed, and washed twice with DMEM. 

Using an operating microscope, the perineurium was removed and the nerve 

was divided into fascicles and cut into 1mm pieces. The pieces were washed 

with DMEM/ HEPES, put in a 25cm^ culture flask and covered with minimal 

volume human SC growth medium such that the segments remained attached 

to the flask rather than floated. Nerve pieces were incubated with SC culture 

medium at 37°C for 10 days, with medium changes every 2 days. At the end



of the incubation period, the segments were gently removed and the flask 

discarded.

The pre-digestion incubation encouraged fibroblast migration out of the nerve 

segments as well as SC mitosis within the nerve. The nerve segments were 

then digested in a universal container with 2ml of cell culture medium plus 

125U/ml of collagenase I and 0.8U/ml of dispase I. The container was kept at 

37°C in a flask shaker to allow gentle mixing for 2 hours. If the pieces had not 

broken down, thus not yet digested, the process was continued for a further 

30-60 minutes. The resultant mixture was triturated through decreasing calibre 

needles (19G, 21G and 23G) filtered through a 70pm cell filter, and the filter 

was flushed with 5ml of DMEM. The cell suspension was centrifuged at 

SOOrpm and the pellet re-suspended in 10ml of OptiMEM and plated on a 

PDL/laminin double coated flask. After 24 hours, most SC had settled and the 

medium was changed to a human SC growth medium.

2.2.2 Purification & maintenance

Unlike rat SC, human SC cultures did not routinely undergo immuno- 

purification as the pre-digestion incubation eliminated most of the fibroblasts. 

However, anti human Thy 1.1 antibodies together with rabbit complement, as 

the rat SC protocol (2.1.3), were sometimes used to eliminate excess 

fibroblast growth.

Human SC grew more slowly than neonatal rat SC and needed medium 

change every day (Figure 2.2B). On confluence there was the typical swirl 

pattern of SC that were then passaged. Human SC were less able to tolerate
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multiple passages, as beyond 7^ passage the SC growth slowed down and the 

culture was overtaken by massive fibroblast overgrowth.

Figure 2.2B Confluent human SC in culture

2.3 Other tissue culture methods

2.3.1 Rat perineural fibroblast culture

Adult rat sciatic nerves were harvested under aseptic conditions. Using an 

operating microscope, the connective tissue was removed to leave the 

perineurium. The nerves were then transported to the tissue culture room in 

DMEM and washed twice with DMEM before culturing. The nerves were 

carefully put in a 25cm  ̂ flask with fine sterile forceps and covered with



minimal amount of growth medium so that they could settle onto the plate 

rather than float in the medium. Perineurial fibroblasts grew out of the 

perineurium to the culture plate (Figure 2.3). After 48 hours the nerve tissues 

were removed with sterile forceps and the medium was changed. The 

fibroblasts continued to proliferate and had the typical and pale polymorphic 

appearance. The cells were split into a 75cm  ̂flask on confluence.

If

Figure 2.3 Perineurial fibroblasts (open arrow) 
growing out of nerve segment (solid arrow)

2.3.2 Chick embryo dorsal root ganglion culture

Fertilised chick eggs were put in an automatic egg incubator, which slowly 

rotated the eggs and kept them at the constant temperature of 32°C with 

humidification. At day 11, the shell was cleaned with chlrohexidine and 

gently cracked open with sharp scissors. The embryo was immediately 

decapitated and the torso was put on a Petri dish under an operating



microscope (Zeiss). A ventral incision was made along the torso and all the 

abdominal content eviscerated to expose the spinal column (Figure 2.4).

*
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Figure 2.4 Exposed spinal column of chick embryo, arrow 
(Scale bar: 1mm)

The vertebrae were gently removed and the dorsal root ganglia (DRG) 

harvested, taking care not to crush them. DRGs were put on collagen coated 

24-well culture dish (cf. Appendix 2), covered with minimal volume of 

medium (around lOOpl) to allow attachment and stop DRGs floating, and 

incubated at 37°C. After approximately one hour, further medium was added 

and DRGs were returned to the incubator. DRGs were inspected every day 

under the inverted microscope and analysed after 3 days in culture.



2.3.3 PT67 packaging cell Une culture and maintenance

PT67 cells are fast growing, needing a high plating density, which meant that 

meticulous attention to medium changing and splitting was required. PT67 

lacZ-8 used in this study was obtained from Rubin and Martin (unpublished). 

The cells were plated at the density of lxl0^/75cm^ culture flask. The medium 

was changed every 16 hours and the cells were split 1:2 on confluence, which 

took 2-3 days from plating. If the cells were over-confluent or the medium 

change was delayed, the cells would die and float in the medium leaving 

characteristic gaps in the culture.

2.3.4 Cryopreservatlon & defrosting of cells

A cell suspension was obtained using trypsin EDTA to lift off the cells from 

the culture flask. The cells were washed in DMEM/FCS and then centrifuged 

at SOOrpm for 5 minutes. The pellet was re-suspended with cool freezing 

medium to give a suspension of ~2xl0^/ml. The mixture (1-1.5ml) was put 

into a cryovial and kept at -70°C overnight, to allow slow freezing. The 

cryovial was then transferred to a liquid Nitrogen storage.

When the cells were needed, the cryovial was thawed rapidly in a 37°C water 

bath. The freezing mixture was diluted out with 10ml of DMEM/FCS. The 

freezing mixture is toxic to cells and the dilution needs to be rapid but slow 

enough not to cause osmotic damage to the cells. The cells were washed once 

with DMEM/FCS and plated out.
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2.4 Cell viability assays

2.4.1 MTT assay

3-[4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide; Thiazolyl 

blue, (MTT) is a colorometric assay that detects mitochondrial cell activity 

through a redox reaction resulting in colour change (Sigma). MTT needs to be 

solubilised in alcoholic solution before colour change can be detected. The 

supplier's (Sigma) protocol was used. One x 10"̂  cells were plated into 6 well 

plates, allowed to incubated for 72 hours before the MTT assay was 

performed. Briefly, MTT was added to the culture medium, final 

concentration 0.5mg/ml and the cell culture was kept in the incubator (at 

37°C) for 4 hours. The medium was then removed and converted MTT was 

solubilised with acidic propan-2-ol (0.04-0.1 N HCl). Dissolved MTT was 

measured in a 96 well plate reader. The ratio of absorbance of light at 570nm 

(with reference to 620nm) was recorded. Each culture line was assayed twice, 

the absorbance ratio was a measure of change in viability of SC.

2.4.2 Alamar blue™ assay

AlamarBlue™assay is a colorimetric growth indicator based on the detection 

of metabolic activity (Serotec). Unlike MTT it is soluble, thus it allows 

continuous or repeated measurements of the cells' activity. It contains a 

reduction/oxidation indicator that changes colour in response to chemical 

reduction of growth medium resulting fi*om cell growth (fi-om blue to red). 

The colour change is then measured by absorbance at 570nm with a 

background correction at 600nm, delta absorbance. All cultures were kept in 

identical conditions of 5% CO2,92% humidity, 37 °C and assayed at the same
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time point. The assay was carried out according to the manufacturer’s 

recommendation (Serotec). One x lO'* cells were plated in a single of a 6 well 

plate, and allowed to settle 24 hours before commencing the assay. Three ml 

of appropriate growth medium containing 10% v/v AlamarBlue was put on the 

cells, and it was important that the cells were kept at identical conditions for 

this assay, at 5% CO2 , 92% humidity, 37°C and assayed at the same time 

points. At each time point lOOpl of the growth medium (containing 10% 

Alamar blue) was taken off and the delta absorbance was measured at 570nm 

with a background correction at 600nm, using a 96-well plate reader.

2.5 Chemical cell labelling

2.5.1 H33342

H33342 (Sigma) is a fluorochrome, which reversibly binds to DNA of the 

nucleus and shows up as blue colour. The suppliers protocol was used, 

confluent SC were covered with cell growth medium containing lOpg/ml of 

H33342 and incubated at 37°C for 15 minutes. The cells were then washed 

twice with DMEM. Cells were lifted off with trypsin EDTA and used or re

plated as needed.

2.5.2 PKH26

PKH26 (Sigma) is a fluorochrome, which is lipophilic and irreversibly binds 

to cell membranes and shows as a red colour. The supplier's protocol was 

used, with a 2pM dye solution. Briefly, confluent culture of SC were lifted off 

a 75cm^ flask using trypsin EDTA, washed with 10ml DMEM/FCS to stop the
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action of trypsin and transferred to a 30ml universal container. Following 

centrifugation at SOOrpm for 5 minutes, the supernatant was discarded and 

cells were re-suspended in 10ml DMEM. After fiirther centrifugation as 

above, the supernatant was carefully aspirated to leave around 30-50pl of 

medium. The approximate number of cells was around 2x10^ per sample, to 

which 1ml of "Diluent C", from the supplied kit, was added. 1ml of "Diluent 

C" was also aliquoted in a separate polypropylene tube and 4pl of dye stock 

added to it. Cell suspension and dye solution were mixed with gentle pipetting 

and incubated for 5 minutes at 25°C. The dye reaction was stopped by adding 

2ml of PCS to the mixture, and then 10ml of DMEM/FCS was added and cells 

centrifuged as above. The cells were transferred to a new 30ml universal 

container and washed 3 more times with DMEM/FCS. Labelled cells were 

used/re-plated as needed.

2.5.3 Co-culture of double labelled Schwann cells

Two strains of SC were used for this purpose. SC from Dark Agouti (DA) rats 

were labelled with the H33342 marker dye and SC from Lewis rats were 

labelled with the PKH26 marker dye. Cell suspensions of each type were 

prepared and 5x10^ of each of the labelled cells (i.e. 50:50) were gently and 

thoroughly mixed together by pipetting the mixture. The co-culture was plated 

on a 75cm^ PDL coated culture flask.
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2.6 Genetic manipulation

2.6.1 PT67 retroviral packaging ceii line selection

The capability of PT67 cells to package retroviral vectors decreases with 

passage. Thus the cells should be re-selected every 2 months of culture. The 

re-selection process was done according to the Clontech™ product manual 

and in 3 consecutive stages.

Stage 1: PT67 cells were grown (cf. 2.3.3) and on confluence the cells were 

split and grown with cell growth medium (with high glucose DMEM) and 

50nM methotrexate for 3 days. The cells were then split again and grown in 

medium containing lOOnM of methotrexate for 5 days. PT67 growth was 

markedly reduced in the above media and 70% of cells were dead by the end 

of this stage.

Stage 2: PT67 cells were plated and grown with cell growth medium 

containing 30pM of hypoxanthine, 20pM of thymidine and IpM of 

methotrexate for 5 days. The medium was changed regularly, as before, and 

the cells split as necessary.

Stage 3: PT67 cells were plated and grown with cell growth medium 

containing 30pM of hypoxanthine and 20pM of thymidine for 5 days. The 

medium changed and cells split, as before.
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2.6.2 Retroviral transduction by supernatant transfer

The Moloney Murine Leukaemia Virus (MMLV) used in the present study 

consists of three structural genes: gag, pol and env\ two long terminal repeat 

regions, one at either end to allow integration of the ds DNA intermediate into 

the cells genome, and a packaging signal (vj/ site) to allow packaging of the 

viral RNA genome into the retroviral capsid to form a replication competent 

retrovirus. If the \\t site is deleted from the retroviral genome, retroviral 

packaging will not occur and no functional retrovirus will be produced. 

However, the \j/ site can be provided in trans and will lead to the packaging of 

any RNA to which the \\f site is attached. In this way retroviral particles 

encoding a marker gene or a gene of interest can be generated and efficiently 

expressed in target cells.

The packaging cell line PT67 contains the three retroviral structural genes in 

its genome, and as a result the cell line has the structural components of a 

retrovirus in its cytoplasm (Clonetech’̂ )̂. However, no functional retrovirus is 

produced due to the absence of RNA containing the \j/ site. This is provided in 

trans as part of a plasmid containing the v|/ site and two LTR repeats with a 

gene of interest cloned between them. In this case the histochemical marker 

lacZ has been cloned between the LTRs. Transformation of this plasmid into 

the packaging cell line resulted in the production of retrovirus encoding the 

lacZ gene. These could transduce a target cell, but would not allow production 

of further retrovirus due to the absence of the retroviral structural genes in the 

target cell. Thus the retrovirus produced is a 'one-shot' mechanism.
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Optimally growing cells were essential for effective transduction. A 30% 

confluent flask of cells was used for transduction. PT67-lacZ-8 cells, the 

retroviral producer cells, were allowed to get established in culture. Once 

growing optimally, medium of a nearly confluent PT67 culture was changed 

and the cells were transferred from 37°C to 32°C. After 24 hours at this 

temperature, the medium was taken off and filtered through a 0.45pm filter. 

The filtrate contained retroviral particles and was used for transduction of 

cells, with addition of Sequabrene (Sigma), 8pg/ml. The target cell culture 

flask was incubated with transduction medium overnight at 32°C. The 

following day, transducing medium was taken off and cell growth medium 

was put on the culture for 24 hours (Figure 2.5). This process was repeated 

twice, thus giving the 3 rounds of supernatant transduction. The above process 

was performed with filtered-frozen PT67 medium, which was 50% as 

effective as fresh medium.

2.6.3 Screening for retroviral production from transduced 

Schwann ceils

Transduced SC were checked for their ability to produce competent retroviral 

particles prior to in vivo transplantation.
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Figure 2.5 Transduction by supernatant transfer 
(Adapted from Clonetech user Manual)

A 70% confluent culture of transduced SC was prepared, the medium was 

changed to cell growth medium and incubated at 32°C. After 24 hours, the 

medium was taken off and filtered through a 0.45pm filter. The filtrate, with 

addition of Sequabrene (Sigma) 8pg/ml, was put on to 3T3 fibroblast cultures



and incubated overnight at 32°C. The following day, transducing medium was 

taken off and cell growth medium was put on the culture for 24 hours. This 

process was repeated twice, thus giving 3 rounds of supernatant transduction. 

3T3 cells were allowed to grow for further 48 hours before fixing and X-gal 

staining.

2.6.4 Transduced cell detection

Transduced cells were examined by detecting the p-galactosidase enzyme, 

which is produced by the transcription and translation of the inserted lacZ 

gene. Two methods were employed for this purpose; chemical staining with 

X-gal or immunohistochemistry. X-gal was more versatile, it caused a colour 

change to blue and was used as a part of triple staining on sections or on cells 

in culture flasks. However, one the problems with this method was the 

leakage of X-gal staining when performed on sectioned tissue samples. 

Although it was not a constant feature, when it did occur, localisation of the 

SC was not possible. The immunostaining method used primary antibody 

specific to E. coli lacZ, thus it was more specific than X-gal and was mostly 

used on cell cultures.

2.6.4.1 Chemical staining

Tissue culture cells, whole harvested nerve/conduits or sections on glass 

slides, were rinsed twice in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) then fixed in 5ml 

of fixative solution containing 2% formaldehyde and 0.2% glutaraldehyde in 

PBS. After fixation for 5 minutes the cells were rinsed twice more in PBS
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then left in staining solution of 1% MgCh, 1% potassium ferrocyanide, 1% 

potassium ferricyanide and 1% X-gal solution (0.1 g X-gal in 1ml 

dimethylsulfoxide) in PBS. Cells were left in staining solution for 2 hours at 

37°C by which time positive cells could be visualised by a deep blue 

coloration in the nucleus by the virtue of the nuclear localising sequence on 

the lacZ gene product.

2.6.4.2 Immunostaining

Cells were fixed in fi*eshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes at 

4°C then washed with PBS twice and incubated overnight at 4°C with primary 

antibody (dil. 1:1000, mouse anti p-galactosidase, Sigma). The following day, 

cells were washed twice with PBS and incubated with the secondary layer 

antibodies (dil. 1:100, anti-mouse biotinylated. Vector Lab Inc) for 2 hours at 

room temperature, then washed twice with PBS and incubated with 

streptavidin fluorescein conjugated antibodies (dil. 1:100, Amersham) for 2 

hours at room temperature (kept in the dark).

Prior to using the reagents, the primary and the biotinylated layer antibodies 

were adsorbed with fi-esh rat nerve and alginate gel to reduce the background 

staining as follows: primary and biotinylated antisera were diluted 1:5 with 

antibody diluent, rat nerve and alginate were cut in small segments and put in 

vials containing mouse anti p-galactosidase and anti-mouse biotinylated 

antibodies. Vials were kept overnight at 4°C on a slow speed shaker. Then the 

vials were centrifuged at MOOOrpm for 30 minutes at 4°C. The reagents were 

kept at 4°C ready to use.
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2.6.5 Plasmid DNA delivery

The preparation of plasmid vectors was carried out by Dr. Sas Dijk 

(Department of Anatomy and Developmental Biology, Royal Free and 

University College Hospital Medical Schools, Royal Free Campus), The 

control vector was a construct containing genes for green fluorescent protein 

and cytomegalovirus promoter, while cDNA for insulin like growth factor 

l(IGF-I) or mechano growth factor (MGF) was inserted in the experimental 

vectors. Plasmids were grown in Top 10 cells on ampicillin containing agar. 

Minipreps were carried out to check the plasmid digested by restriction 

enzymes (apal and kpnl), and the integrity of the DNA was checked by gel 

electrophoresis. Maxiprep technique was used to produce large quantity of 

plasmid, the amount checked with UV spectrometer and the integrity with gel 

electrophoresis. A stock concentration of 2pg/pl in distilled water was 

prepared and mixed 1:1 with stock alginate solution containing fibronectin 

(cf.2.7.1).

2.7 Matrices for Schwann cell suspension

2.7.1 Alginate gel

2.7.1.1 Preparation o f alginate stock

The 4% w/v alginate solution was made by mixing its powder (Pronova) in 

150mM sodium chloride solution (3g in 75ml) and autoclaving it at 121 °C for 

24 minutes. This method ensured a sterile, homogenous alginate solution with
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the pH of 7.5. The stock solution was kept at 4°C and opened in the vented 

hood to minimise contamination.

2.7.1.2 Dilution o f stock and gel setting

The working dilution of alginate was 2% w/v. For most parts alginate stock 

was mixed with DMEM with or without cells, 50:50 mixture. It is important 

that the diluting solution is not phosphate buffered saline as this can contain 

high concentration of calcium and phosphate, which would interfere with the 

setting of alginate into gel state.

The alginate solution sets on cross linkage with calcium solution. A neutral 

setting technique was used, i.e. the alginate was put in a bath of calcium 

chloride. The exposure time as well as the concentration of the setting solution 

changed the consistency of the alginate gel. Thus it was important to use a 

standardised concentration and exposure period. O.IM solution of calcium 

chloride was used for 2 minutes at room temperature and the resultant gel was 

gently rinsed with DMEM for 5 minutes.

2.7.1.3 Cell suspension

A concentrated cell suspension was prepared in DMEM, double the final 

desired concentration and was kept at 4°C. An equal volume of alginate stock 

solution was mixed with the cell concentrate in a cryovial. As the volume was 

small and the solution viscous, the best method of ensuring adequate mix was 

by finger tapping. The mixture was kept at 4°C until ready for setting but no 

longer than 1 hour.
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2.7.1.4 Cell recovery from alginate

In order to release cells from the alginate gel, the calcium that keeps the 

alginate in gel form needed to be chelated and for this purpose a 55mM 

solution of sodium citrate in 0.9% (Normal) saline was prepared. The 

alginate/cell suspension was incubated with this solution for 10 minutes, then 

DMEM was added and the mixture was triturated through a syringe with a 

21G needle. The mixture was centrifuged at SOOrpm for 5 minutes and 

supernatant discarded. The cell pellet was re-suspended in appropriate culture 

medium and plated.

2.7.1.5 Cryopreservatlon o f alginate/ cell mixture

Following gel setting, the alginate/cell mix was put in a cryovial and cool 

(4°C) freezing medium was slowly poured on top. The cryovial was 

transferred in a freezing vessel to -70°C. The following day the cryovial was 

put in a liquid nitrogen storage. When needed, the construct was thawed 

slowly then washed 3 times with DMEM and cells were recovered. The cell 

survival and recovery rate was 50%.

2.7.1.6 Visualisation o f alginate gel

The electron Microscopy Department, Royal Free Hospital, carried out 

Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM). Unlike conventional 

SEM, ESEM does not require a dehydration step thus the structure of alginate 

gel could be examined without distortion. Alginate with or without SC was 

examined using ESEM.
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2.7.1.7 Alginate strands preparation

Alginate at 2% was prepared (with or without cells) and was aspirated with a 

1ml syringe with a 23G needle. Alginate was slowly ejected out onto a dry 

Petri dish to draw strand filaments. The speed of drawing and ejection 

determined the thickness of strands which was around 200pm. The strands 

were set by gently pouring calcium solution over them (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6 Preparation of alginate strands

2.7.2 Collagen gel

A collagen solution (Sigma) is acidic and thickens in approximately 5 minutes 

at room temperature after neutralization. To obtain a stock solution of 

neutralised collagen gel, 1.5ml of collagen solution was mixed with 3ml of 

growth medium, to which 0.2ml of lOxDMEM (Sigma) and 7.5% sodium



bicarbonate (culture tested, Sigma) was added dropwise until neutral pH (as 

assessed by phenol red colour indicator in the growth medium). The stock 

solution was kept at 4°C to slow down gel formation, then mixed gently with 

the cell concentrate (1:4), covered with DMEM and allowed to set in the 

incubator for 30 minutes.

2.7.3 Fibrin giue

Two components of fibrin sealant (TisseeF* ,̂ Immuno) were used to provide a 

thick fibrin coating into which cells could grow. Reconstituted Tisseel 

solution (fibrinogen) was spread evenly on the culture plate, mixed with 

thrombin solution (2:1) and topped by DMEM. The plate was kept in the 

incubator for 30 minutes, DMEM was then aspirated and the cell concentrate 

was plated on the fibrin glue (1:4) and covered with growth medium.

2.7.4 Hyaiuronic acid

Hyaluronic acid (Biomatiix) was mixed with the cell concentrate (3:1), then 

covered with DMEM and put in the incubator for 30 minutes to allow the 

mixture to settle down. DMEM was aspirated and the mixture was covered 

with growth medium.

2.7.5 Matrigei

Matrigel (Collaborative Biomedical Products) was thawed overnight at 4 °C, 

mixed with cell concentrate (3:1) and covered with DMEM, then kept in the 

incubator for 30 minutes until set. DMEM was then aspirated and the mixture 

covered with growth medium.
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2.8 Poly hydroxy butyrate (PHB)

2.8.1 PHB conduits

PHB sheets (Astra-tech) are made of PHB fibres compressed together and 

miming in parallel directions in two perpendicular layers. Under a dissecting 

microscope, the PHB sheet was split to separate the two layers (Figure 2.7) 

thus obtaining sheets with unidirectional fibres. One side of the sheet is 

smooth and the other side has the compressors marking on it. For the purpose 

of conduit formation the smooth side was used for lining the inside of the 

conduits, with the fibres running parallel to the long axis of the conduit. 

Rectangular pieces measuring 8mm x 14mm were cut, and re-checked to 

ensure the orientation of the PHB fibres was along the longitudinal axis of the 

conduit. The PHB was then rolled around a 16G intravenous cannula to 

standardise the internal diameter of the conduits at 1.6mm, which allows 

adequate space for post-injury swelling of the 1 mm-diameter rat sciatic nerve. 

The rolled sheets were sealed longitudinally with micro-welding using a fine 

tipped soldering iron (Figure 2.8). Scanning electron microscopy showed that 

the effect of speck-welding had remained localised and the unidirectionality of 

PHB fibres was preserved (Figure 2.9). The conduits, still rolled around the 

cannula, were pre-soaked in normal saline to allow expansion of PHB fibres 

without a reduction in the internal diameter of the conduit.
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Figure 2.7 Separating PHB sheets

%
Figure 2.8 Rolling and welding PHB conduit

Figure 2.9 SEM of PHB sheets after welding



2.8.2 Schwann cell culture with PHB fibres

SC were cultured with PHB fibres to test their compatibility. PHB fibres were 

teased from a split sheet, as above, and put in a 6-well culture dish. SC 

suspended in growth medium were gently layered on them and kept in the 

incubator and examined daily for 5 days.

2.8.3 Loading of PHB conduit with alginate mixture

For this purpose conduits were made as before and pre-expanded in normal 

saline. A Hamilton syringe was used to fill the conduits, each conduit was 

filled with 25-30pl of alginate solution, which would ensure over-filling of the 

conduit (Figure 2.10A & B). The 2% alginate mixture was viscous thus the 

filling process had to be done gently to avoid air bubbles in the conduit. 

Alginate was then gelled as previously described.

2.8.4 Coating of PHB conduit with alginate

PHB conduits were formed and pre-expanded as before and kept loaded on the 

cannula. Each PHB conduit, on cannula, was immersed in alginate (with cells) 

ensuring a uniform inner and outer alginate coating of conduit. The conduit, 

still on cannula, was put in calcium chloride to set the alginate coating as 

before. The cannula core ensured the alginate was only a coating rather than 

filling the conduit (Figure 2.11).
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Figure2.10A Filling of PHB conduit
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Figure 2.10B Filled PHB conduit

Figure 2.11 Coating of PHB conduit



2.9 Operative procedure

2.9.1 Anaesthesia, pre-operative preparation, recovery & 

euthanasia

All procedures were carried out in compliance with UK Home Office 

regulations. Eight week-old inbred male rats were used, with weights of 180- 

200g. The animals were anaesthetised with 0.3ml/kg of intramuscular 

Hypnorm (with a 25G hypodermis needle) and 2.5 mg/kg of intraperitoneal 

diazepam (with 23G hypodermis needle). Following anaesthesia the left 

gluteal and thigh region was shaved with an electric hair clipper and the area 

cleaned with Hydrax and allowed to dry. The animal was placed on a heating 

mat throughout the procedure, periodically checking for depth of anaesthesia 

(tail pinch), heart rate and breathing.

After the procedure, the animal was put on a soft bedding on its right flank 

and kept in the recovery room overnight before re-colonisation. At the end 

point of the experiment, euthanasia was performed by placing the animal in a 

chamber with increasing concentration of CO2 . When the animal was 

unresponsive, cervical dislocation was performed.

2.9.2 Wrap around repair

A 4cm skin incision was made over the left gluteal region, around 10° to the 

long axis of animal's back bone and 1cm below the sciatic notch. The 

underlying gluteal muscles were split along the fibres to expose the sciatic
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nerve. Skin hooks were used to keep muscles and skin apart allowing 

adequate operative exposure. The sciatic nerve was divided 5cm distal to the 

sciatic notch (Figure 2.12) and the cut ends were dissected free from 

perineurium to allow manipulation. A pre-expanded 8x8mm sheet of PHB 

with fibres running parallel to the long axis of the nerve was placed under the 

cut ends and each end was secured to the sheet using a 9/0 epineurial suture to 

leave a 3mm gap between the ends. The sheet was then wrapped around the 

nerve and secured with three 9/0 sutures. The retracted muscles were re

opposed but not sutured. The skin was closed with interrupted 4/0 Vicryl 

sutures cleaned with warm normal saline.

'

Figure 2.12 5mm segment of sciatic nerve removed



2.9.3 Gap repair

The sciatic nerve was exposed and divided 5mm distal to the sciatic notch and 

a 5mm segment was resected. The retraction of the nerve ends produced a 

longer gap and a PHB conduit was placed in the gap. The conduit was 14mm 

in length, the proximal nerve stump was inserted 2mm into the conduit and 

secured in place with a 9/0 epineural suture (Figure 2.13). The procedure was 

repeated with the distal stump thus leaving a 10mm gap between the nerve 

stumps and the skin closed as before.

2.9.4 Nerve and conduit coilection & processing

The nerve at the repair site (PHB wrap around/ conduit) and a short length of 

proximal and distal nerve were harvested en bloc and pinned onto a plastic 

card to minimise shrinkage and deformation (Figure 2.14). The suture material 

was then removed to prevent tissue damage during cryostat cutting. For 

immunohistochemistry, fiesh tissue (less than 0.5cm thick) was immersed in 

Zamboni’s fixative (minimum ratio, fixative: tissue, 10:1) overnight at 4°C, 

followed by washes in O.OIM PBS containing 15% (w/v) sucrose and 0.1% 

(w/v) sodium azide while kept at 4°C in a refrigerator. The washing solution 

was changed three times over the following two days or until the solution was 

no longer discoloured by excess Zamboni’s fixative and the tissue had sunk to 

the bottom of the container. The specimens were then blocked for 

cryosectioning in OCT compound. The orientation and measurement 

calibration for each specimen was ensured by placing a piece of rat liver next 

to the proximal edge of PHB conduit, with a further piece of liver 5mm distal.
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Figure 2.13 Conduit secured in place with 9/0 sutures

Figure 2.14 Harvested PHB conduit fixed on a plastic support to prevent 
deformation



The frozen blocks were stored at -20°C or below. The blocks were trimmed 

on the cryostat until the lumen of the conduit was reached and 15(im sections 

were then collected onto Vecta-bond coated glass slides. The sections were 

collected sequentially and the numbers noted for subsequent analysis. The 

sections were allowed to dry at 37°C overnight and either stained immediately 

or stored at -40°C wrapped in aluminium foil for a maximum of 7 days prior 

to immunostaining.

2.10 Morphological assessment

Indirect immunofluorescence was the main method used for the 

characterisation of SC and regeneration. The assessment was based on 

histological preparations and cell culture samples and the transplanted SC 

were detected with X-gal chemical staining (cf. 2.6.4). In the majority of 

protocols, a double stahrng technique was used to co-localise SC with the 

second antigen and single staining protocol was used if antiserum against the 

examined antigen was polyclonal. Haematoxylin & Eosin staining was carried 

out on a random section from each animal group for general morphology 

(Appendix 3).

2.10.1 Immunostaining of cultured SC

Two days prior to immunostaining, SC were plated on PDL coated chamber 

slides (Lab-Tek) and the cells were allowed to settle and adhere before the 

staining procedure.
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2.10.1.1 SI 00 immunostaining

SC were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (freshly made) for 20 minutes at 

room temperature and then gently washed with PBS. SI00 antiserum (dil. 

1:1000, rabbit polyclonal, Dako) was added to the wells, which were 

incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes and then washed twice with 

PBS. The secondary antiserum (dil. 1:100, goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to 

FITC, Vector Labs) was added and incubated at room temperature in the dark 

for 2 hours. The slide was washed with PBS and mounted with fluorescent 

montant (Vector Shield, with or without DAPI counterstaining. Vector Labs).

2.10.1.2 Staining for GFAP/LNGFR, p75/MHC1/MHCII

This protocol was used with the following antisera: GFAP (mouse 

monoclonal, dil. 1:10, Roche); LNGFR, p75 (mouse monoclonal, dil. 1:40, 

Roche); MHC I and II (mouse monoclonal, dil. 1:10 Serotec). SC were fixed 

with methanol/acetone, (50:50) for 15 minutes at 4°C then, blocked with 5% 

normal goat serum (NGS) in PBS for 30 minutes at room temperature. The SC 

were then incubated overnight with the primary antibody at 4°C. The cells 

were washed twice with PBS, 5 minutes each and incubated with secondary 

antibodies for 2 hours at room temperature. Cy  ̂ (green) or Cy  ̂ (red) 

conjugated antibodies (goat anti-mouse, dil. 1:100, Amersham) were 

employed. Cy  ̂was used for double staining in combination with FITC. The 

slides were then washed twice with PBS, 5 minutes each, and mounted as 

before (2.10.1.1).
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2.10.2 Immunostaining of sections

Cryostat sections were allowed to dry or defrost (of. 2.9.4) and delineated with 

Dako pen to limit the spread of antibody solution. The sections were 

incubated in a Perspex box containing PBS moistened tissue at the base, to 

give a humidified atmosphere and avoid drying out of the sections.

2.10.2.1 SI 00/ PanNF immunostaining

This protocol was used with the following antisera: SI00 (cf. 2.10.1.1) and 

PanNF (mouse monoclonal dil. 1:1000, Affiniti). The sections were washed 

with PBS for 5 minutes and blocked with 1% normal goat serum and normal 

rat serum in antibody diluent (cf. Appendix 3). 150-200pl primary antibodies 

were added to each section, which were incubated for 2 hours at room 

temperature, then washed twice with PBS, 5 minutes each. The secondary 

layer antibodies were then added and incubated (2.10.1.1 & 2). The sections 

were finally washed with PBS and mounted as before (2.10.1.1)

2.10.2.2 StainingforNCAM/MBP/CD2/CD45R/EDl/p75/MHCI&II 

This protocol was used with the following antisera: NCAM (rabbit polyclonal, 

dil. 1:700, Chemicon), MBP (mouse monoclonal dil. 1:500, Boehringer), EDI 

(mouse monoclonal dil. 1:600, Serotec), CD2 and CD45R (mouse monoclonal 

dil. 1:30 and 1:60 respectively, Serotec) p75, MHC I & II (cf. 2.10.1.2). The 

sections were first washed in PBS and blocked in normal serum. The primary 

antibodies were added (cf. 2.10.2.1) and incubated overnight at 4°C. The 

following day the sections were washed again in PBS, the secondary layer 

added and incubated before a final PBS wash and mounting (cf. 2.10.1.2).
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2.10.2.3 Combined X-gal and immunostaining

Triple staining was performed to co-localise transplanted /acZ-labelled SC 

with immunostaining for SI00 and PanNF. X-gal staining was performed (cf. 

2.6.4) followed by immunostaining (cf. 2.10.2.1). X-gal and fluorescent 

immunostaining were visualised by alternating bright field and epifluorescent 

microscopy, with the intensity of bright light dimmed to the minimum to 

allow fluorescent detection. Under these conditions the X-gal staining showed 

as black rather than dark blue as seen under pure bright field microscopy.

2.10.3 Immunostaining of cultured chick DRG

DRG cultures (cf. 2.3.2) were fixed with freshly made 4% paraformaldehyde 

for 20 minutes at room temperature, then gently washed with PBS. To detect 

neurite growth DRG were immunostained with PanNF (cf. 2.10.2.1). It was 

not possible to use glass cover slips as the delicate neurite sprouting of DRGs 

would be distorted. Thus the DRGs culture plate was reversed and the surface 

of the culture flask acted as a protective cover slip during the examination of 

the specimen.

2.11 Quantification

In order to compare objectively the results of different treatments, image 

analysis quantification was carried out on coded (thus blinded) 

immunostained samples. Controls were sections that were processed without 

the primary antibodies. An Olympus microscope (BH60, Japan) was used to 

examine the specimens. High definition images were captured with a digital
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camera (Spof^^ ,̂ Diagnostic Instruments Inc., USA) with the appropriate 

colour channels for immunofluorescent sections. Thus when the section was 

stained with FITC, only the green channel was opened. The exposure time 

was variable depending on the strength of the staining area and was changed 

manually, except when the intensity of immunostaining was measured (cf.

2.11.2.3) and the exposure time was fixed. The starting points for the aperture 

opening times (on the camera gain value of 8) were: Is for the green channel, 

0.5s for the red channel end 0.2s for the blue channel. These exposure times 

were adjusted to obtain a balanced final image.

Images firom the sections examined with bright field microscopy (X-gal 

staining) were captured with an auto-exposure fimction to obtain a balanced 

image.

Digital images were stored in a TIFF format, for maximum resolution, on CD-

ROM media, each image size was in a region of 3Mb. PC based analysis

software (Image Pro Plus 4, Media Cybernetics, USA) was used for 

quantification.

2.11.1 Tissue culture samples

2.11.1.1 Schwann cell transduction

Quantification was carried out on SC cultures stained for SI00 and X-gal. For 

each sample 4 random fields were examined (lOX objective). The number of 

transduced cells in the field was expressed as the percentage of X-gal positive 

nuclei of all SC in the examined field. Firstly, the total number of SC nuclei
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was quantified by capturing a digital image of the field using the green and 

blue channels, for FITC stained SC and DAPI stained blue nuclei, 

respectively. Bright field was used to capture X-gal staining in the same field 

as fluorescent 8100 staining by switching filters and without moving the 

frame to be captured. The "dark object counting function" was utilised to 

quantify the number of X-gal nuclei in the field. This value was manually 

edited to omit X-gal positive nuclei without 8100 staining, and it was divided 

by the total number of SC nuclei in the field to obtain the percentage of 

transduced SC in the field.

2.11.1.2 DRG neurite growth

PanNF staining was used to identify neurite growth and to distinguish neurite 

firom fibroblast outgrowth. Digital images of the stained DRGs were taken 

with a 4X objective and the diameter of a circle joining the tip of neurite 

growth was measured. Half of the diameter value represented the mean 

distance of neurite outgrowth for each DRG, and it was expressed in pm.

2.11.2 Axonal regeneration

2.11.2.1 Regeneration distance

The furthest point of axonal regeneration was identified and measured fi'om 

the proximal edge of the PHB conduit using a calibrated microscope graticule 

and expressed to the nearest 0.1mm. A correction factor of 2mm was deducted 

from the obtained value to account for the intubation distance of the proximal 

stump into the conduit. Four random and non-consecutive sections were 

measured per animal in each group.
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2.11.2.2 Regeneration quantity:

The area of immunostained axons was used as an indication of the quantities 

of regeneration fibres. The measurements were carried out at a fixed point in 

all the experimental groups, to allow direct comparison between the 

experimental treatments at different time points. Digital images were taken 

fi’om consecutive and overlapping areas (20X objective) at a fixed point 3mm 

from the edge of the conduit, across a band, which runs through the whole 

conduit. The overlapping edges of the images were edited to avoid measuring 

the same area twice (Figure 2.15). The images were the converted to grey 

scale mode to ease the quantification. The bright object measurement function 

was used and the minimum and maximum thresholds were set such that all the 

stained areas were included (and kept fixed throughout the measurements). 

The stained areas not correlating to regeneration fi*ont were manually 

excluded fi’om the measurements and the amount of staining was expressed as 

pm .̂ The total sum of the areas of the images across the conduit was also 

measured, and the percentage of immunostaining was calculated for each 

section. Measurements were carried out on 2 random and non-consecutive 

sections fi’om each tissue sample.

Figure 2.15 (next page) Diagram exemplifying the image 
capturing protocol for axonal regeneration quantification
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2.11.3 Schwann cell quantification

2.11.3.1 Schwann cell ingrowth into the conduit

The area of S I00 immunostaining was measured as an indication of SC 

ingrowth into the conduit, using a protocol similar to that explained above for 

quantification of axonal regeneration quantity (cf. 2 .1 1 .2 .2 ).

2.11.3.2 Schwann cell phenotype expression

Quantification was carried out on sections stained for either: MBP (marker of 

myelinated SC), p75 (marker of de-differentiated SC) and NCAM (marker of 

un-myelinating SC) (cf. 2.10.2.2). These markers were used in the assessment 

of nerves repaired using PHB conduits containing alginate plus fibronectin 

with or without SC (syngeneic or allogeneic), harvested at 2, 3 and 6  weeks. 

Two random and non-consecutive sections were examined for each staining 

per animal. For each section, 2 digital images were taken (20X objective) at a 

fixed point, 3mm from the proximal edge and equidistant from the walls of
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the conduit. The percentage area of immunostaining was measured for each 

field and a mean value calculated for each staining.

2.11.4 Immunological assessment

2.11.4.1 B and Tlymphocytes and macrophages

Quantification was carried out on sections immunostained with antisera: CD2 

(for B lymphocytes), CD45R (for T lymphocytes) and EDI (for macrophages) 

(cf. 2.10.2.2). Sections were examined with a 20X objective, and the number 

of positively stained cells was manually counted across the whole conduit in 2 

non-consecutive sections. The counts for each staining area were averaged 

and expressed as the number of stained cells per conduit. The measurements 

were carried out on the same groups as in 2.11.3.2. and the values obtained 

were used as an indicative measure of the immunological response to the 

implants.

2.11.4.2 MHC class I  and II expression

Animals implanted with PHB conduits containing allogeneic and syngeneic 

SC were examined at 2 and 3 weeks for the level of MHC I and II expression. 

The intensity of fluorescence was taken as measure of the level of expression 

of these antigens, hnmimostaining (cf.2.10.2.2) was carried out and the 

sections were examined without delay. 2 random fields were examined per 

section (lOX objective) and digital images were taken at fixed camera 

aperture settings (cf. 2.11) to give comparable intensity measurements. The 

default calibration curve of fluorescent intensity of the Image Pro software 

was used to obtain intensity values. Images fi'om sections without primary
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antibody were used as background negative controls, and rat spleen was used 

as a positive control.

2.11.5 Statistical analysis

Dr. Caroline Doré, Department of Medical Statistics and Evaluation, Imperial 

College School of Medicine, Hammersmith Hospital, London advised on the 

statistical analyses, which was carried out using SigmaStat for Windows 

version 2 (Jandel Corporation). Specific tests used are mentioned in the 

corresponding result sections.
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Chemical labelling of 
Schwann cells



3.1 Introduction

In order to investigate the cellular mechanism and contribution of transplanted 

SC to nerve regeneration, reliable markers are needed to distinguish donor 

from host Schwann cells during the regeneration process in vivo. This is 

especially important in the peripheral nerves, as SC are recruited from the 

damaged ends of nerve fibres (Bardosi 1989),where the proximal and the 

distal stumps equally contribute SC to the regeneration process (Diaz-Flores 

et al 1995). The labelling technique needs to be stable and uniform, but 

should not affect the cell viability, morphology and characteristics of the cells.

Numerous reporter molecules are available for cell tracking studies. 

Radioactive probes such as Iodine and Chromium have been used for 

lymphocytic cell tracking. However, toxicity, internal radiation effects, poor 

uptake and rapid elution (Horan 1990) make these unsuitable for long term in 

vivo transplantation. Fluorescent probes such as fluorescein and rhodamine 

isothiocyanate rapidly escape during the first 5 hours of tracking (Olszewski 

1987) making them incompatible for use in SC. Indocarbocyanine dye has 

been shown to suffer from non-uniform labelling when used in neuronal cells 

(Honig 1986). Bisbenzimide (Hoechst 33342) has been suggested as a suitable 

marker for SC prior to transplantation (Baron-Van Evercooren et a l 1991) 

and has been used in vivo (Casella et al 1996;Ansselin et al 1997;Hermanns 

et al 1997). H33342 reversibly binds to A-T rich regions of chromatin and is 

rapidly incorporated into the SC transplantation. PKH26 is a fluorescent dye 

that has been claimed to have superior overall profile for use in cell trafficking 

studies (Horan 1998) and has been used to label SC in vivo (Hermanns et al
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1997). PKH26 is a highly aliphatic reporter molecule containing a 

fluorochrome, which is entrapped after incorporation into the cell membrane 

due to its differential solubility in an aqueous-lipid environment.

Notwithstanding these recent uses, the effect of labelling with H33342 and 

PKH26 on SC has not been adequately documented. This chapter describes 

the effect of these on the biological characteristics of SC in vitro. In order to 

emulate the in vivo effect of SC transplantation, mixed cultures of allogeneic 

SC were differentially labelled and co-cultured to study their interaction after 

labelling, and their biological characteristics were compared with homogenic, 

pure cultures.

3.2 Materials and Methods

Pure cultures of neonatal Lewis and DA rat SC were obtained (cf. 2.1). These 

2 strains have genetic differences in their MHC and non-MHC (Gunther & 

Stark 1977). At the third passage, SC from Lewis rats were labelled using 

PKH26 (cf. 2.5.2) while those from DA rats were labelled with H33342 (cf.

2.5.1). In order to assess whether the combination of these labels is 

appropriate, Lewis cells were double labelled with both H33342 and PKH26, 

thus both labels appearing on each cell.

Labelled cells were then continued as pure cultures or a mixed culture (cf.

2.5.3) and each culture line was kept in duplicate. Cultures were examined at 

1, 2 and 4 weeks, the control for each labelled group being the corresponding 

unlabelled SC culture. At each time period, SC were examined
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morphologically for the overall shape, stability of labelling, viability and 

pattern of expression of phenotypic markers. Purity of culture at each stage 

was assessed with SI00 immunostaining, viability was assessed with MTT 

assay using the suppliers (Sigma) standard protocol (cf. 2.4.1).

Indirect immunocytochemical staining was carried out to assess the 

phenotypic expression of SC markers and the fluorescence intensity of 

immunostaining was taken as measure of phenotypic marker expression by 

SC and recorded semi-quantitatively as high, medium or low as (cf.2.10.1).

3.3 Results

The purity of cell cultures remained at 95% throughout the study period. 

Uniformity in shape and size of SC was similar in all unlabelled cultures, i.e. 

DA, Lewis and the mixed cells. Cells from both strains of rats readily took up 

either label and were easily identified in single cell type culture (Figure 3.1). 

These strains have major differences in their immunological profile, thus 

making them incompatible and may be used as in vitro model of interaction of 

immunologically different SC.

The H33342 labelled cells showed dismorphic appearance consisting of 

vacuolated nuclei at 2 weeks and these changes became more evident at 4 

weeks. PKH26 labelled cells showed dismorphic features only at 4 weeks and 

then with fewer vacuolated nuclei than H33342 labelled cells. Differentially 

labelled mixed co-cultures also showed dismorphic features similar to that of 

H33342, in around 50% ot cells (Figure 3.2 & 3.3).
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Figure 3.1 Schwann cells from DA rats after 1-week culture, showing double 

labelling with H33342 (blue) in the nucleus, and PKH26 (red) in the cytoplasm 

(solid arrow). The microscope filter combination for the two colours shows the 

PKH26 labelling as pink. All the cells are also immunostained for SI00, indicating 

their glial nature, except one, most probably a fibroblast, which shows the passive 

uptake of the vital labels, but not the immunostaining for SI 00 (open arrow). Scale 

bar 15 pm.
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Figure 3.2 Phase contrast pictures of differentially labelled mixed co-culture at 

1 week. (Scale bar 25pm). Inset 3x magnification to illustrate cell morphology.



Figure 3.3 Phase contrast pictures of differentially labelled mixed co-culture at 

4 week. Note the reduction in the number of cells in a typical field compared to 

Figure 3.2 and the dismorphic appearance of the nuclei. (Scale bar 25pm).

Inset 3x magnification to illustrate cell morphology.



The fluorescence intensity of the chemical labels, a measure of the stability of 

the labels, was high at 1 week for both H33342 and PKH26 probes. This 

decreased to medium at 2 weeks and stayed at that level at 4 weeks (Table

3.1).

Week 1 Week 2 Week 4

H33342 High Medium Medium

PKH26 High Medium Medium

Table 3.1 Semi-quantitative assessment of fluorescence intensity of 

chemical labels, after 1, 2 and 4 weeks in culture

In the differentially labelled mixed co-culture, Lewis and DA SC were clearly 

distinguishable at 1 week (Figure 3.4). However, as H33342 binds reversibly 

to DNA, it also had a tendency to leak in to surrounding cells. This effect was 

seen at 2 weeks in the labelled mixed co-cultures, resulting in PKH26 labelled 

cells becoming double labelled with H33342. At 4 weeks, it was not possible 

to distinguish reliably between DA and Lewis SC as fewer cells were present 

for the examination (poor viability) and those present were double labelled 

(Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4 Differentially labelled mixed co-culture of DA and Lewis 

rats Schwann cells after 1 week in culture. The DA cells are labelled 

with H33342 (blue) (solid arrow) while the cells from Lewis rat are 

labelled with PKH26, (narrow arrow). The two cell populations are 

easily distinguishable. Scale bar 15 pm.



Figure 3.5 A similar mixed co-culture of Schwann cells as in Figure 3.4, 

but after 4 weeks in culture. There are fewer cells due to decreased viability, 

while the H33342 label has leaked from the DA cells to be taken up by the 

Lewis cells, making the distinction between the two cell subpopulations 

impossible. Scale bar 15 pm.



At 1 week, MTT assay showed that H33342 labelled SC and differentially 

labelled mixed co-culture had similar viability to their unlabelled counterparts. 

However, at 1 week there was around 30% reduction in survival of PKH26 

labelled Lewis SC compared to unlabelled Lewis SC, (p< 0.05). The reduction 

of cell viability of PKH26 labelled SC at the initial week is mainly due to the 

process of labelling which exposes the cells to an alcoholic environment for 

integration of label to the cell membrane. There is some recovery in cell 

viability at 2 weeks but further reduction at 4 weeks. Similarly, there was a 

reduction in viability ratio of H33342 labelled, and differentially labelled 

mixed SC co-culture compared to unlabelled cells at 2 weeks, without any 

further reduction at 4 weeks, (p<0.05). There was no significant difference in 

SC viability between unlabelled cultures, whether pure DA, pure Lewis or 

mixed co-culture SC at 4 weeks (Figure 3.6A & B).

Up to 4 weeks, the relative fluorescent intensity and number of all markers 

examined remained unchanged for unlabelled cells, including the mixed co

culture. Also, SI00 staining remained high and MHC II remained low for all 

labelled cells throughout the time period. However, at 2 weeks the intensity 

and especially the number of GFAP, p75, MHC I staining in H33342 labelled 

cells decreased to medium compared to 1 week culture (Figure 3.7A & B). In 

PKH26 labelled cells only p75 showed a medium fluorescent intensity while 

GFAP and MHC I remained high. At 4 weeks the intensity and number of 

staining of all makers (except SI00) were low in H33342 labelled cells and 

medium in PKH26 labelled cells. (Table 2)
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SlOO P75 GFAP MHC I MHC II

2W 4W 2W 4W 2W 4W 2W 4W 2W 4W

H33342 H H M L M L M L L L

PKH26 H H M M H M H M L L

No label H H H H H H H H L L

Table 2 Semi-quantitative assessment of marker expression in rat SC 

following labelling or no labelling at 2 and 4 weeks in culture. H) high, M) 

medium and L) low level of immunofluorescence.
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Figure 3.6A MTT viability ratio of Schwann cell SC cultures at 1, 2 and 4 weeks following 

labelling, in comparison to their respective unlabelled control culture which has a ratio of 1 . 

Pure cultures of Lewis SC (NLew) compared to PKH26 labelled Lewis SC (L-PKH). DA SC 

culture (NDA) compared to H33342 labelled DA SC culture (DA-H).
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Figure 3.6B Mixed unlabelled co-cultures (Mix) compared to differentially labelled mixed 

co-culture (L-Mix). Error Bar: standard error; * p<0.05 labelled vs. unlabelled control within 

each group, t-test

3.4 Discussion

These results confirmed that the mixed co-culture of unlabelled SC preserved 

the typical spindle shape and uniform nucleus. The cell viability was largely 

preseiwed although it decreased slightly at 2 and 4 weeks. The fluorescent 

intensity of immunostaining remained high, indicating the unchanged 

phenotypic expression of these markers. These results are consistent with 

previous reports that SC function is preserved during culture (Dubois-Dalcq et 

al. 1981;Porter et al. 1986;Kim et al. 1989;Rutkowski et al. 1990). In the 

absence of the immune system in vitro, the mixed SC co-cultures grew well 

together and there was no change in the phenotypic expression of MHC 

markers. Thus there was no suggestion that SC could respond to each other as 

allogeneic lymphocytes react in a mixed lymphocyte reaction.
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Figure 3.7A GFAP staining of DA SC after 1 week in culture, all cells show 

H33342 nuclear labelling and GFAP (blue, scale bar 50|iim).

Figure 3.7B DA SC after 2 weeks in culture, all cells show H33342 nuclear 

labelling (blue), whilst only a few show immunostaining for GFAP (green) at 2 

weeks. (Scale bar 50|im)



Single cultures of H33342 labelled cells could clearly be identified, with 

100% of cells labelled which is consistent with the earlier study of this probes 

usefulness in marking SC. However, in mixed co-cultures, there was leakage 

of this compound, a problem previously reported (Olive & Durand 1987). 

This would limit the reliability of this marker after 2 weeks when used in vivo, 

where two cell populations need to be identified. Variable sensitivity of 

different cells to labelling by H33342 has been reported (Fried et al. 1982), 

and dismorphic nuclei, reduced viability and variable expression of 

phenotypic markers of SC labelled with this probe are all indicative of cellular 

dysfunction. This would compromise the evaluation of SC studies in vivo 

when using H33342 labelling.

PKH26 labelled cells could also be clearly identified throughout the 4-week 

follow up, and morphology and phenotypic marker expression were better 

preserved than in H33342 labelled SC. Thus, it would appear that this probe is 

more suitable in longer follow up studies, as also suggested for lymphocytes 

tracking (Teare et al 1991). The milder effect of PKH26 on the MHC 

immune markers also indicate that it is a useful label to study immunological 

effects on SC in vivo, as seen for lymphocytes (Johnsson et al. 1997). 

However, the negative effect of PKH26 labelling on viability, despite being 

slighter than H33342, would limit its use in the in vivo studies where SC 

mitogens are studied. The effects of differential labelling on the mixed co

culture mirrored the effects seen in single cultures of H33342 labelled cells
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In conclusion, H33342 and PKH26 dyes could be useful in labelling SC for 

short term experiments. However, they have a limited application when used 

to mark cell populations, which need to be followed in vivo. The shortcomings 

of these labels must be considered when designing and evaluating studies in 

the role of SC in vivo. Genetic markers like lacZ (Guenard et at. 1999) appear 

to be a more attractive alternative to these labels, which in this study caused 

toxicity effects, and showed leakage between cells with a reduction of marker 

specificity.
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chapter Four

Genetic manipulation of 

Schwann cells



4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter showed that use of chemical labelling techniques 

damages SC characteristics by affecting viability and reducing phenotypic 

expression of SC markers and it is only useful for studies lasting around 2 

weeks (Mosahebi et al. 2000). This period is not long enough to study fully 

the effect of SC transplantation on regeneration and remyelination, and the use 

of a genetic marker could be a suitable alternative.

This chapter describes the effects of genetic labelling using a retroviral gene 

transfer technique, in order to assess the suitability of the marked cells for 

transplantation studies. Transduced rat SC were kept in continuous culture for 

27 weeks and examined for changes in viability and expression of phenotypic 

markers in vitro.

4.2 Materials & Methods

Neonatal Lewis rat SC were obtained (cf. 2.1) and at the second passage, 

following purification, the rat SC were transduced (cf. 2.6.2). Adult human 

SC were obtained from peripheral nerve samples discarded at surgery and 

used with the consent of the patient (cf. 2.2). SC obtained from multiple 

donors were pooled and at the second passage, the purity of cultures was 

checked with immunostaining for SlOO and the SC were transduced (cf. 

2 .6.2).

Transduced rat SC were examined after 1 week, then every 4 weeks for up to 

24 weeks following transduction. At each time period, a flask of SC was
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examined for the expression rate of lacZ gene, cell viability and for the pattern 

of expression of phenotypic markers. The purity of cultures was assessed at 

each stage with SlOO immunostaining. After 24 weeks, the assessment period 

of the rat SC culture was continued to determine whether the transduction 

process induced immortality in SC. Parallel cultures of non-transduced SC 

were kept as controls. The expression of the lacZ nls vector was detected 

using the chemical substrate, Xgal, for the p-galactosidase enzyme, (cf.

2,6.4.1) and the number of positively stained cells was quantified as a measure 

of transduction rate (cf. 2.11.1.1). Furthermore, immunostaining for E.coli p- 

galactosidase was done to ensure that the expressed protein gene was the 

result of transduction.

SC viability was assessed with MTT assay (cf. 2.4.1) using the supplier’s 

standard protocol and each culture line was assayed twice, the higher the delta 

absorbance, the greater the number of viable SC.

Indirect immunocytochemical staining was carried out to assess the 

phenotypic expression of SC markers and the fluorescence intensity of 

immunostaining was taken as measure of phenotypic marker expression by 

SC and was recorded semi-quantitatively as high, medium or low (cf. 

2 . 10. 1.2).

4.3 Results

The purity of SC cultures, as assessed by SlOO immunostaining, remained at 

95% for rat cells and at 75% for human cells throughout the study period. The
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expression of lacZ of E. coli origin was clearly seen following 

immunostaining (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1 Rat SC immunostained for E. coli lacZ shown in green 

demonstrating specific translation of transduced gene, Scale bar 10pm

The transduction rate of SC was assessed as a percentage of Xgal positive SC 

in the examined field. The rate of rat SC transduction was 80% after the first 

week (Fig 4.2A & 4.4A). There was no Xgal positivity following staining of 

non-transduced SC (Fig 4.3). Over the study period there was a slight 

decrease in lacZ expression (Fig 4.2B) but it remained stable at around 75% 

for up to 6  months (Fig 4.4A). The transduction rate of human SC was 70% 

after the first week and 65% after 4 weeks (Fig 4.4B). Fibroblasts (NIH 3T3 

cells) that were taken through the transduction cycle using medium taken from 

transduced SC did not show blue staining with Xgal. This result implied that



transduced SC were unable to produce competent retroviral particles and to 

infer lacZ expression to fibroblasts.

â
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Figure 4.2 X-gal staining of rat cultured SCs at (A) one week and (B) 24 

weeks after transduction, showing slight reduction in the number of transduced 

SCs between the two time points. Scale bar 15pm
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Figure 4.3 Non-transduced rat cultured SC which have undergone 

staining for X-gal. No staining could be detected at any of the time 

points examined. Scale bar 20pm

Figure 4.4 (see next page) Bar chart showing the percentage of X-gal 

staining transduced SC compared with total number of cells within the 

same culture, as assessed by image analysis, (A) rat and (B) human SC 

cultures, 4 random fields per culture were assessed at each time point. * 

P< 0.05, One way ANOVA test the mean number of cells assessed per 

field was compared with week 1 for (A) & Student’s t-test for (B)
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MTT assays for rat SC showed a consistent metabolic activity with the 

general trend of MTT ratio of delta absorbance (A 570 -A  620) increasing over 

time; reaching 0.8 at 24 weeks (Fig 4.5). This showed that rat SC maintain 

their viability following transduction and that the viability was not 

deleteriously affected over the 24 weeks (31 passages) follow up in vitro. On 

longer term follow up, transduced cultured rat SC showed irregular 

appearance and subsequently stopped dividing and detached from the culture 

dish at 27 weeks, equivalent to 35 passages. Cell detachment also happened 

for non-transduced cells at 34 passages, just after 26 weeks. This result was 

taken as an indication that retroviral introduction of the marker gene did not 

cause immortalization of SC.

W e e k s  in c u ltu re

Figure 4.5 Bar chart representation of the results of MTT assay on transduced 

rat SC, viability was assessed over a 24 week follow up period and this was 

preserved and increased following transduction. (n=4 cultures at each time 

point, * p< 0.05, One way ANOVA with Multiple Comparisons versus Control 

Group (Tukey Test))
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Figure 4.6 SC immunostaining with different markers, and showing the 

level of semi-quantitative assessment of fluorescent intensity. (A) high 

level for GFAP staining, (B) medium level for p75 staining (C) low level 

for MHC II staining. Scale bar 10pm
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The semi-quantitative assessment of fluorescent intensity following FITC 

immunohistochemical staining (high, medium or low as illustrated in Fig 4.6), 

was taken as a measure of phenotypic marker expression by SC. As 

immunostaining was performed on the cultured cells, rather than sectioned 

cells, it was difficult to localise the expression of markers specifically to 

membrane, intracellular or perinuclear regions with standard epifluorescent 

microscope because of the cellular membrane overlying other cellular 

components. In rat transduced SC cultures, the expression of GFAP was high 

throughout weeks 1 to 8 , decreased to medium through to week 24, a pattern 

also observed in non-transduced SC (Table 4.1). In rat transduced SC cultures, 

the expression of LNGFR p75 marker was high up to 20 weeks, decreasing to 

medium at 24 weeks, while in non-transduced SC it remained high throughout 

the culture period. The expression of marker MHC I, in rat transduced SC 

cultures, was high between weeks 1 and 8 , then diminishing to medium for the 

remaining of the culture period for both transduced and control SC. MHC II 

marker showed a low level of expression throughout the study period in 

transduced and non-transduced rat cultured SC (Table 4.1). In transduced 

human SC, the expression of GFAP and LNGFR p75 was high at both 1 and 4 

weeks (Table 4.2).

IW 4W

SlOO H H

GFAP H H

P75 H H

Table 4.2 Expression of phenotypic marker in transduced human SC. H) high 

level.
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IW 4W 8 W 12W I 6 W 20W 24W

SlOO H H H H H H H

GFAP H H H M M M M

P75 H H H H H H M

MHC I H H M M M M M

MHC II L L L L L L L

Table 4.1 Expression of phenotypic markers in transduced rat SC, H) high, 

M) medium and L) low level.

4.4 Discussion

Retroviral vectors have been used to follow the fate of transplanted SC in vivo 

in rat (Langford & Owens 1990) and to introduce various genes of interest 

(Owens 1991) such as for neurotrophic factors in SC (Sobue et al. 1998), 

although details of the rate and quantification of expression of the inserted 

gene in SC remains unclear. The lacZ marker gene has been previously 

inserted in SC using adenoviral vector and was reported to have no cytopathic 

effects (Shy et al 1995). However, this gene transfer method showed a low 

efficiency of transfection, transient expression in SC (Sorensen et al 1998) 

and may also have induced immunological reaction (Jani et al 1999).

Our results, using inactivated retroviral transduction, showed that there was a 

high and stable expression of lacZ gene in SC. We used a low temperature
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(32°C) transduction protocol, which has been reported to improve the 

transduction rate, although we did not succeed in obtaining 1 0 0 % transduction 

as has been reported in actively dividing cells (Bredt et al. 1990). The lower 

transduction rate obtained in human SC may be due to a slower division of 

these cells compared to rat SC. Transcription of the inserted lacZ gene relies 

on the viral long terminal repeat (LTR), which may not sustain a long-term 

expression (Brown et al. 1981). This might explain the slight reduction in the 

proportion of Xgal staining cells over the 24 weeks follow up in rat SC. 

Additionally, Xgal staining may underestimate lacZ expression when 

compared to immunohistochemical methods (Couffmhal et al. 1997), 

explaining a pattern of Xgal staining which was lower than expected in vitro 

after long-term culture.

The viability of SC was not affected by gene transduction, and importantly SC 

did not become immortalised by 27 weeks or showed reduced life span 

following this genomic change, as in vitro the apoptotic appearance of SC 

were found at the same time of culture also for non-transduced SC. It has been 

reported that following culturing SC functions are preserved (Rutkowski et al. 

1990, Kim et al. 1989), and once SC lose axonal contact and are in culture 

conditions, they dedifferentiate and show characteristics of unmyelinated SC. 

Thus for in vitro characterisation, we examined the expression of GFAP and 

p75 markers as they are indicative of unmyelinated and dedifferentiated SC 

respectively, and to show that in vitro manipulation did not affect this 

phenotypic reversion of SC in culture. Expression of phenotypic markers in 

vitro was taken as an indication of SC function, and this expression was
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similar in SC, following retroviral marker gene insertion and in control SC 

(Dubois-Dalcq et al 1981). Thus, it may be deduced that retroviral transduced 

SC preserve their function in vitro. Furthermore MHC I & II staining was 

unchanged following gene transfer, implying that SC were not immuno- 

activated in vitro by retroviral transduction, which might have rendered the 

transduced SC more immunogenic. The follow up of the transduced human 

SC, showed that there was also no change in expression of phenotypic makers 

of human SC.

In summary, phenotypic characteristics and proliferating activity of 

genetically labelled SC were preserved in vitro, indicating that transduction 

process, results in a stable population of the cells, which are not damaged by 

the insertion of an exogenous gene.
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chapter Five

Schwann cell compatibility

studies



5.1 Introduction

The conduits and the matrices used for nerve gap repair need to be compatible 

with and to support SC survival and proliferation. Conduits made from PHB 

have been used to repair peripheral nerves (Hazari et al. 1999; Young et al. 

2001). However, in vitro assessment of PHB fibres is necessary to evaluate 

whether these fibres give directional cues to SC and allow continued 

proliferation of the cells.

The aim of this chapter is to describe a number of in vitro studies to 

investigate whether PHB fibres are compatible with cultured SC and allow 

their proliferation. Secondly, SC viability and proliferation following 

suspension in alginate hydrogel was tested in comparison with other cell 

matrices. Lastly, the preservation of biological activity of SC was investigated 

in a co-culture with chick embryo dorsal root ganglion to assess axonal 

sprouting in a neurite growth assay.

5.2 Materials & Methods

s c  were cultured on teased PHB fibres (cf. 2.8.2). 6 -well culture dishes were 

used for this purpose and the cultures were examined daily using an inverted 

microscope. The effect of calcium concentration on SC survival was 

investigated by varying the concentration of calcium chloride in the culture 

medium. This was assessed at the normal medium calcium concentration of 

2mM and also at 4, 7,12,20, 50, 75, 100 and 150mM. MTT assay was carried 

out to monitor the effect on SC viability (cf. 2.4.1).
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For comparing various matrices, preparations were done at the same time and 

SC were suspended in alginate hydrogel, collagen gel, fibrin glue, hyaluronic 

acid and Matrigel (cf. 2.7). Each mixture contained equal number of SC, while 

a similar number of SC plated on a PDL coated culture well were used as 

control. AlamarBlue™ assay was used to monitor SC viability and 

proliferation over 5 days in culture (cf. 2.4.2). The cultures were kept in 

duplicate and analysed twice at each stage.

Preservation of SC morphology in alginate hydrogel was tested by 

immunocytochemistry with S I00 (cf. 2.10.1.1). Environmental Scanning 

Electron Microscopy (ESEM) was performed to examine the porosity and 

ultrastructure of alginate gel when used to suspend SC (cf. 2.7.1.6).

Neurite outgrowth from chick embryo dorsal root ganglion was tested by 

culturing the ganglia in 2% alginate hydrogel (cf. 2.3.2) with or without the 

addition of SC (cf. 2.7.1.3). On the third day, all cultures were immunostained 

for PanNF (cf. 2.10.3) to show the neurite sprouting, and their mean diameter 

was measured (cf. 2 .1 1 .1 .2 ).

5.3 Results & analyses

5.3.1 Schwann cell and PHB fibres

After three days SC showed attachment along the length of PHB fibres, 

demonstrating a directional alignment in vitro (Figure 5.1). Furthermore, 

when PHB fibres were placed in the culture medium, SC viability and growth
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was not affected in comparison with parallel control SC culture without PHB. 

In both culture types, confluence was achieved at the same time point, and the 

morphological appearance of SC was unaffected.

I

Figure 5.1 A) Alignment of SC (red arrow) along a teased PHB 

fibre (yellow arrow) B) Similar preparation immunostained for 

S I0 0  (green)
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5.3.2 Effect o f calcium concentration on Schwann cell

By increasing the concentration of calcium in the culture medium, SC 

maintained their bipolar morphology and appeared healthy for up to 5 days. 

The viability of SC was assessed with MTT assay every 24 hours for up to 5 

days. Comparison between cultures grown in different concentration of 

calcium was carried out as ratios of the MTT reading at day one for 2mM 

calcium solution (normal control medium). The results showed that increasing 

the concentration of calcium in the medium did not have any deleterious effect 

on SC viability. Interestingly, by increasing the concentration of calcium to 

20mM the viability of SC was significantly increased at the parity of other 

parameters. At higher calcium concentrations there was no significant change 

in the SC viability, although this remained at a higher level with ISOmM 

calcium than with normal medium containing 2mM calcium (Figure 5.2).

5.3.3 Comparison o f matrices

Over 5 days of measurement, SC culture were viable in different matrices and 

on the culture plate and there were no signs of infection. To analyse the 

results, a 2-stage process that uses summary measures was undertaken 

(Matthews et al. 1990). In the first stage, results were summarised in the form 

of a linear regression line for each of the cultures. There were two lines for 

each of the matrices, as there were two cultures for each matrix, (Figure 5.3). 

In the second stage, the coefficient of regression (representing the growth rate) 

and the Y-axis intercept (representing the viability at time=0) were analysed 

as if there were raw data, using Kruskal-Wallis One Way Analysis of 

Variance on Ranks.
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Figure 5.2 MTT assay of SC cultures in increasing calcium concentration (Mean 

and standard error of the mean) *p<0.05 ANOVA in comparison to normal 

medium, Tukey’s test.

Analysis of coefficients of the regression lines showed no statistically 

significant difference between the lines corresponding to the various cultures 

(P=0.071). Thus SC grovyth rate was similar in all the tested matrices and on 

the culture plate. The analysis of Y-axis intercept also showed no statistically 

significant difference between different matrices culture (P=0.056). Thus SC 

survival was similar in all the tested matrices, and there was no in vitro 

inherent advantage for any of the tested matrices.

Figure5.3 (see following two pages) Linear regression curves for SC suspended 

in different matrices plotted over 5 day period in relation to the viability of 

cultures assessed with Alamarblue assay. A & B regression curves represent the 

duplicate cultures for each matrix. Caption on each graph: "c" denotes the Y=0 

intercept value, "a" denotes the gradient of the regression line.
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In order to examine SC morphology, fluorescent immunostaining had to be 

performed, as it was not possible to distinguish the outline of the cells from 

the surrounding 3-dimensional matrix which had a similar optical density as 

the cytoplasm. Due to the nature of the matrices, the immunostaining protocol 

would dissolve much of the matrix thus distorting the cellular alignment and 

morphology. When the protocol was shortened to avoid this problem, uneven 

staining was obtained. Consequently, it was only possible to perform a limited 

qualitative morphological assessment on SC. However, the typical spindle 

shaped SC could still be visualised and it was similar in all matrices, showing 

that SC morphology was preserved (Figure 5.4A & B).

4 '-fï

•

7 ; ^  •

■ î . : -
Figure 5.4 SC cultures in alginate, follo wing immunostaining with anti 

SI00 (indirect immunofluorescence method). (A): SC at day 1, (B): SCs at 

day 5. At both time points the spindle-shape morphology of the cells was 

maintained. SC out of focus were in different focal plane, due to the depth 

of the SC/ alginate mixture. Scale bar=l 5 pm
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ESEM of the alginate gel showed highly porous structure (Figure 5.5A) and 

when SC were also present the spindle shape of the cells was distinguishable 

(Figure 5.5B). The arrangement of pores appear to be random but sufficiently 

large for the growth of neurite extensions through them.

Figure 5.5 ESEM of A) alginate gel and PHB fibres (white arrow) without 

SC and B) similar construct with SC (green arrow). A water droplet also 

was also captured (yellow arrow). Scale bar 10pm
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5.3.4 Neuronal culture in alginate

Cultured chick embryo dorsal root ganglia showed neurite sprouting when 

grown on collagen coated plate (control) and in alginate hydrogel with or 

without SC (Figure 5.6A, B, C, D).

Figure 5.6 Neurite growth from chick embryo dorsal root ganglia in A): alginate, 

B): control (collagen-coated dish), C): alginate plus SC. The ganglia were 

immunostained with PanNF to show the neurites growth. D): chick embryo dorsal 

root ganglia in alginate plus SC viewed with inverted microscope without 

immunostaining. Open arrow: neurite outgrowth, solid arrow: neuronal cell 

bodies. Scale bar: 200pm
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Mean neurite growth, as measured with image analysis, was recorded for each 

ganglia and ANOVA then multiple Pairwise comparison (Tukey’s test) was 

used to test the significance between neurite growth in alginate hydrogel with 

or without SC compared to the standard growth assay (collagen coated dish). 

The mean neurite growth in alginate hydrogel increased by over 2 folds when 

SC were also present (P<0.05) (Figure 5.7). When SC were present, neurite 

growth in alginate hydrogel was not significantly different compared to that of 

control ganglia grown on collagen. However, the sproutings were qualitatively 

more extensive and abundant when SC were present.
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Matrix

Figure 5.7 Growth of neurites from chick embryo dorsal root ganglia shown 

as mean value for the 3-day culture period. The growth on alginate containing 

SC was higher than when SC were not present (*p<0.05) (one way ANOVA 

with Tukey's comparison).
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The results from the experiments using chick embryo dorsal root ganglia 

confirmed the previous finding of neuronal survival in alginate hydrogel, and 

showed that neurites grew in alginate hydrogel. Additionally neurite 

extensions were increased in length as well as quantity when SC were present 

in alginate hydrogel.

5.4 Discussion

Despite a number of reports on SC transplantation for enhancement of 

peripheral nerve regeneration (cf. Appendix 4), surprisingly, there have been 

few in vitro studies to examine the compatibility of the conduit materials with 

SC prior to their in vivo application (Ahmed & Brown 1999). This study 

shows that SC grew well in the presence of PHB fibres and that SC were 

aligned along them. As the conduit used to bridge the gap between the nerve 

stumps is composed of fibres which have a uni-directional alignment, it is 

conceivable that the fibres may offer directional guidance to the ingrowth of 

SC and thus to the regenerating axons. Indeed, previous studies have shown 

that the microgeometry of the material influences axonal regeneration 

(Guenard et al. 1991; Patel et al. 1998).

Calcium is needed to cross link alginate hydrogel to transform it to gel state. 

A solution with a higher concentration of calcium than normally present in the 

culture medium needs to be used for this purpose. Consequently, the SC 

suspended in alginate hydrogel will be exposed to higher calcium 

concentration during the gellification process. It has been shown that the 

concentration of calcium in the media affects the growth of kerantinocytes
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(Hager et al 1999), while high calcium concentration are desirable for the 

culture of some cell types such as nail matrix cells (Nagae et al 1995). 

However, the effect of calcium concentration on SC viability has not been 

described previously. Our results showed that increasing the calcium 

concentration over time did not have any detrimental effect on SC viability, 

and this increased with increasing calcium concentration up to the tested level 

of 150mM. This concentration is higher than the lOOmM concentration of 

calcium used to set the alginate solution. Thus it seems that the protocol used 

for embedding SC in alginate would not impair SC viability.

Other investigators have used a number of different approaches when studying 

the effect of SC transplantation in the peripheral nerve. Some investigators 

have not used any matrix by suspending SC in medium prior to implantation 

(Ansselin et al 1997), others have used Matrigel as a matrix (Guenard et al 

1992) while some took advantage of the conduit material to give structure to 

SC suspension (Gulati et al 1995). Collagen gel has also been used as cell 

transplantation matrix with encouraging results (Kim et al 1994; Popnikolov 

& Hornsby 1999; Wakitani et al 1998; Okano & Matsuda 1997) while fibrin 

glue has been investigated as a means of cell delivery (Kaiser et al 1994; 

Silverman et al 1999; Ronfard et al 1991; Wechselberger et al 1998). 

Hyaluronic acid is a component of extracellular matrix produced by SC during 

regeneration (Tona et al 1993), and it has been reported to enhance axonal 

regeneration when combined with nerve growth factor (Mohammad et al 

2000). It has also been suggested as a cell carrier for repair of bone and 

cartilage (Solchaga et al 1999). Hyaluronic acid has been made into strands
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and coated with polylysine, which has shown to enhance SC attachment but 

not to increase their proliferation rate (Hu et al 2000). Matrigel has been 

specifically studied for use with SC. It has shown to alter the proliferation rate 

and the state of differentiation of SC while preserving their morphology 

(Yoshino et al 1990). Our study confirms these findings, as SC continued to 

have a bipolar appearance, but we could not fmd a statistically significant 

difference between the proliferation rate of SC in Matrigel and on culture 

dish. The different finding might be due to the use of immortalised SC line in 

the previous study whereas this work was carried out with purified primary 

SC. However, Matrigel is extracted from a sarcoma cell line thus its use in 

clinical human setting is debatable. Collagen is of bovine origin, and the risk 

of transmission of new variant Creutzfeldt Jacob disease as well as the 

possibility of inducing an immune reaction to xenogenic proteins would add 

unacceptable risks to its use as SC transplantation matrix. Hyaluronic acid and 

fibrin glue are similarly of animal origin making them unsuitable as a first 

choice for SC suspension matrix.

The purpose of this part of the study was to test alginate hydrogel as a viable 

alternative for SC suspension matrix that may eventually be of use for SC 

transplantation studies. Prior to in vivo transplantation, it was important to 

ensure that the viability, growth and function of SC were not adversely 

affected by suspension in alginate hydrogel. This matrix has been suggested 

as a carrier as it is porous (Eiselt et al 2000) and retains extracellular matrix 

(Burgi-Savilie et al 1998). The high porosity of alginate hydrogel may result 

in high permeability of the structure, which has shown to be a beneficial factor
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in nerve regeneration (Rodriguez et al 1999). This may be further helped by 

the preservation of SC morphology in alginate hydrogel. In this study, we 

tested alginate hydrogel with low guluronic to mannuronic residues (i.e. 30:70 

ratio), as it has been shown to be biocompatible (Klock et al 1997) and better 

suited for cell transplantation studies by causing a lower inflammatory 

reaction (Loredo et al 1996). Once this mixture was cross-linked with 

calcium, it produced a hydrogel that was soft, yet could be handled without 

loosing its integrity. After setting, alginate hydrogel keeps its gel state longer 

than other tested matrices because of the hydrolysing enzyme needed to break 

down alginate hydrogel is not present in mammalian system. Hence, alginate 

is slowly excreted, indicating that the transplanted SC are kept in situ longer 

to maximise their effect.

Our results showed that the survival and proliferation of SC in alginate 

hydrogel, as in other tested matrices, was comparable to when SC were grown 

directly on the culture dish. The gross morphology of SC was preserved in 

alginate hydrogel with their typical spindle shaped appearance. The neurite 

growth in alginate hydrogel without SC was slower than when chick embryo 

dorsal root ganglia were cultured without any gel matrix. This is probably due 

to the physical effect of the hydrogel rather than the biological retarding effect 

of alginate hydrogel. Indeed neurite extension in alginate hydrogel was 

enhanced by the presence of SC and their biological activity. The volume of 

suspended SC was not large enough in comparison to the volume of the 

alginate solution to cause a sufficient structural change in the alginate 

hydrogel to explain the improvement in neurite extension. Thus suspended SC
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in alginate hydrogel continued their function by increasing the mean neurite 

extension of chick embryo dorsal root ganglia as well as improving the 

number of neurite sprouts. The cultured ganglia were followed for only 3 days 

and we did not attempt to investigate either the SC/neurite interaction or the 

SC migration, as the explant co-culture was used merely as an assay of SC 

influence on neurite outgrowth. Alginate hydrogel has been used in vivo in 

central (Ross et al 1999) as well as in peripheral nervous system (Suzuki et 

al 1999), but its effect on glial cells had not previously been formally 

evaluated.

Alginate hydrogel has been formed into sponge form and reported to be 

superior for use in cell transplantation then the gel form (Shapiro & Cohen 

1997). Alginate hydrogel may be chemically modified to increase cellular 

interaction (Rowley et al 1999), creating a biologically active extracellular 

substitute.

In conclusion alginate hydrogel is a suitable matrix for SC suspension in vitro 

and warrants further studies to investigate its suitability as SC transplantation 

matrix for peripheral nerve tissue engineering.
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chapter Six

Variables of composite 

conduits



6.1 Introduction

The in vitro studies of the previous chapters established that the SC 

characteristics were preserved after genetic marking with lacZ (cf. Chapter 4). 

Additionally PHB was compatible to be used with SC as a conduit and 

alginate was suitable as SC carrying matrix (cf. Chapter 5). This chapter 

describes how the configuration of the implants can enhance nerve 

regeneration in an in vivo nerve injury model.

The number of SC in the conduit is an important consideration and despite a 

number of publications on the effects of SC transplantation on nerve 

regeneration (cf. 1.4), there has been only one report that had investigated the 

role of the concentration of the transplanted SC (Guenard et al. 1992). Thus it 

was essential to ascertain the optimal number of SC in combination of the 

novel use of alginate as SC carrying matrix.

Additionally, two other parameters were investigated on their potential effect 

enhancing neuronal regeneration. The effect of alginate in longitudinally 

aligned strands to fill PHB conduits was explored. Furthermore, the role of 

transplanting cultured perineurial fibroblasts as a coating for PHB conduits, to 

simulate perineurium, was investigated.
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6.2 Materials and Methods

6.2.1 Variable Schwann cell concentration

LacZ labelled rat SC in alginate were syngeneically transplanted, no later than 

7* passage (cf. 2.8.3 and 2.9.3). There were 4 experimental groups (n=6 in 

each group) which were grafted with a PHB conduit containing either 20, 40, 

80 or 160x10^ SC/ml, while the control group was implanted with PHB 

conduits with alginate only. All animals were sacrificed at 3 weeks and the 

conduits were harvested, fixed and processed for histology (cf 2.9.4). The 

sections were examined with chemical X-gal staining to reveal the 

transplanted SC in combination with immunohistochemistry to quantify 

axonal regeneration distance and quantity (cf. 2.10 & 2.11).

6.2.2 A Iginate strands

Alginate strands were prepared (cf. 2.7.1.7) without SC or containing optimal 

concentration of SC (cf. 6.3), and implanted (Figure 6.1) using a wrap around 

operative technique (cf. 2.9.2). There were 2 experimental groups (n=6 in 

each group) which were grafted with PHB and alginate strands with or 

without SC. PHB conduits filled with alginate gel with or without SC were 

their respective controls. The animals were sacrificed at 3 weeks and axonal 

regeneration distance was evaluated (cf. 2.11.2.1).

6.2.3 Perineurial fibroblasts

A culture of Lewis rat perineurial fibroblasts was obtained (cf 2.3.1). PHB 

conduits were coated with PKH26 labelled fibroblasts (cf. 2.5.2) suspended in
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alginate (concentration of IxlO^/ml, cf. 2.8.4) prior to filling with plain 

alginate. The fibroblast coated conduits were implanted (cf. 2.9.3) and 

compared with PHB conduits without coating. The animals were sacrificed at 

3 weeks and axonal regeneration distance was evaluated (cf. 2.11.2.1).

V

Figure 6.1 Implantation of alginate strands (arrow). The strands 

were placed to span the gap on a bed of PHB followed by 

wrapping PHB around them. Scale 2mm
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Optimal concentration o f Schwann cells

Genetically labelled rat SC within the conduits could be identified in vivo in 

all the experimental groups at 3 weeks, showing dark blue nuclei after X-gal 

staining (Figure 6.2). Although X-gal-stained SC were evenly distributed 

along the conduit, there was an increased number of these cells at the 

peripheral edges of conduits.
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Figure 6.2 X-gal staining of a longitudinal section through a conduit 

containing transplanted SC (green arrow) at 3 weeks. Yellow arrow: 

conduit wall, black arrow: lumen, open arrow: PHB fibre.
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Longitudinal sections were used for quantifying axonal regeneration distance 

and quantity, while transverse sections were primarily used for examining the 

relationship between transplanted SC and regenerating axons. LacZ was 

specifically localised to SC nuclei and if the section did not contain the 

nucleus of the transduced SC, this could not be identified as transplanted SC. 

Thus it was the nuclei of transplanted SC that could be distinguished from the 

host's and not the whole SC. Consequently, it was only possible to examine 

qualitatively the transplanted, transduced SCs with X-gal chemical staining. In 

order to co-localise SC and regenerating axons, triple staining for X-gal, S I00 

and PanNF was used. Using low level transmitted light microscopy, the blue 

X-gal staining showed as a dark/ black nucleus, demonstrating that genetically 

labelled SC were taking part in the regeneration process (Figure 6.3). S I00 

fluorescent immunostaining for SC showed penetration of hosts SC into the 

conduits as well as X-gal stained SC.

Immunostaining of the longitudinal sections for PanNF showed that there was 

active axonal regeneration in both control and experimental groups, in the 

latter the regeneration being more advanced into the graft compared to 

conduits without SC. A concentration of 20x10^ transplanted SC/ml did not 

significantly increase axonal regeneration distance. Doubling the 

concentration, however, from 20 to 40x10^ SC/ml doubled the regeneration 

distance. The regeneration distance increased by further increasing the 

concentration of transplanted SC to 80x10^ /ml. However, further increases to 

160x10^ SC/ml resulted in a slight decrease in regeneration distance (Figure 

6.4).
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Figure 6.3 A combined X-gal staining and SI00 (green) illustrating the 

transplanted SC. X-gal staining showed as black. B combined X-gal and 

PanNF (red); C combination of X-gal, PanNF and SI 00; yellow when 

PanNF and SI00 ovelap.
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Figure 6.4 Axonal regeneration distance into the PHB conduits graft was 

calculated from the proximal anastomosis and using immunostaining with 

PanNF. The bar chart illustrates regeneration in conduits with or without SC. 

(n=6, * p< 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis One Way Analysis of Variance on Ranks 

compared to conduits without SC)

Quantification of axonal regeneration showed that the number of regenerating 

axons in the conduits without SC was significantly higher (p<0.05) than the 

quantity of axons at any of the tested SC concentrations.

Increasing the concentration of transplanted SC from 20 to 40xl0^/ml also 

increased the quantity of axonal regeneration but this was not statistically
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significant. Further doubling of SC concentration to SOxloVml significantly 

increased the axonal quantity. However, increasing the SC even further to 

lôOxloVml significantly decreased the axonal regeneration quantity from the 

previous level. Thus the axonal regeneration quantity in the conduit 

containing SC was at highest level when SC concentration of 80xl0^/ml was 

implanted (Figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.5 Axonal regeneration quantity as measured in conduits containing 

different SC concentrations, (n=6, * p< 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis One Way Analysis 

of Variance on Ranks compared to conduits with 20M SC).
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6.3.2 Effect o f alginate strands

PanNF immunostained longitudinal sections showed that there was axonal 

regeneration in the conduits with alginate strands, although the strands 

themselves were not distinguishable on the sections. X-gal staining showed 

the transplanted SC when these were implanted together with the strands thus 

confirming their continuing presence. No convincing evidence of specific 

alignment of transplanted SC was observed on X-gal staining. However, there 

was a significant increase in the axonal regeneration distance when cultured 

glial cells were present within the strands. Comparing the regeneration in the 

implants with alginate strands with that of PHB conduits filled simply with 

alginate hydrogel, demonstrated no statistical significance (Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.6 The effect of different form of alginate on axonal regeneration 

distance. The bar chart shows no significant effect between different forms of 

alginate (Student’s t-test). Filling =alginate hydrogel. Strand =alginate strand.
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6.3,3 Effect o f  perineurial fibroblasts

At the time o f  harvest no excessive fibrotic reaction was noticeable and the 

conduits could easily be separated from the muscle. PKH26 labelling showed 

that cultured fibroblasts were still present at 3 weeks (Figure 6.7). These 

fibroblasts remained localised in the proximity o f  the PHB polymer and could 

not be identified in the lumen o f  the conduit. It was not possible to examine 

the surface o f  the conduits for arrangements o f  the fibroblasts as the 

assessments were done on the longitudinal sections, which showed a patent 

lumen with axonal regeneration within the conduits, as demonstrated by 

PanNF immunostaining. There was no statistically significant difference in 

the conduits with fibroblast coating compared to conduits without such 

coating (Figure 6.8).

Figure 6.7 Fibroblasts (red) confined to the conduit wall (arrow)
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Figure 6.8 Histogram to illustrate the effect of fibroblast coating 

of the conduits on the rate of axonal regeneration (Student’s t-test).

6.4 Discussion

PHB has been successfully used as a conduit material to bridge a gap in the rat 

sciatic nerve (Hazari et al 1999). However, empty PHB conduits are not 

sufficient to support adequate nerve regeneration and to allow full functional 

recovery. SC transplantation has been used to study myelination (Aguayo et 

al 1977) and been shown to enhance nerve regeneration (Guenard et al 

1992), the combined use of PHB and SC transplantation shown here is a 

useful strategy in enhancing peripheral nerve regeneration. The use of a stable 

gene marker clearly shows the participation of the labelled transplanted SC in 

the peripheral nerve regeneration process. The transplanted SC enhanced
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axonal regeneration and by increasing the number of transplanted SC in the 

conduit, the rate of axonal regeneration distance increased proportionally. 

However, there was an optimal cell transplantation concentration of 

80x1 oVml above which the observed increase of axonal regeneration was 

reduced. This confirms the previous finding (Guenard et al. 1992), although 

the adverse effect of increasing the SC in the conduits beyond the optimal 

concentration has not been previously reported. It is likely that enhanced 

axonal regeneration may be the direct action of transplanted SC, which are 

known to produce neurotrophic factors. The observed effect could also be 

explained by an increased motility and proliferation of host SC by a paracrine 

action of transplanted SC in the conduit.

The average number of SC in normal nerve is 20xl0^/ml (Robertson 2000), as 

calculated by counting SC nuclei of nerve sections with an electron 

microscope. This value is lower than the optimal transplantation 

concentration, which indicates that either there is a greater need for 

neurotrophic factors, produced by SC during regeneration, or that not all 

transplanted cells survive or are active.

The quantity of regeneration as indicated by the immunostaining area of 

regrowing axons was higher at 3 weeks in the conduits without SC. This 

might be explained by an early high level of axonal branching in the absence 

of any directional element, possibly coinciding with a lower regeneration 

distance due to the lack of transplanted SC in the conduits. Further 

investigations to explore this effect at different time points is addressed in
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Chapter 7. The strands of alginate did not have an additional benefit over the 

amorphous alginate hydrogel on increasing the axonal regeneration distance. 

SC have been previously implanted in a guided formation and this has been 

shown to increase regeneration (Bryan et al 2000). However, there have been 

no previous studies to compare directly the effect on axonal regeneration of 

SC transplantation in an organised form to similar transplantation without 

organisation. This study shows that pre-organising SC in bands by implanting 

them in the strand form provide no further advantage than their un-organised 

implantation. This suggests the main benefit observed by SC transplantation is 

primarily due to the release of neurotrophic factors. It may be that if the 

technique was refined such that the bands could be produced and implanted to 

coincide with the fascicular arrangements of the nerve stumps, a further 

beneficial effect on the axonal regeneration would be observed.

It has been demonstrated that perineurium is of fibroblast origin (Bunge et al 

1989). Fibroblasts encourage deposition of basal lamina by SC (Obremski et 

al 1993), which in turn supports axonal regeneration (Tong et al 1994). 

Perineurium has been shown to have an important role as blood-nerve-barrier 

(Ahmed & Weller 1979) and reconstitution of this barrier may lead to 

improved axonal regeneration (Bouldin et al 1991). In this study, the 

perineurial fibroblast did not enhance axonal regeneration distance at 3 weeks. 

It may be that some effect could be seen using a longer follow up or by 

combining the transplantation of both fibroblasts and SC. However, these 

parameters were not investigated in this thesis.
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In summary, this study shows that the labelled SC take part and enhance 

axonal regeneration distance and there is an optimal concentration in their 

beneficial effect.
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chapter Seven

Syngeneic Schwann cell 

transplantation and modulation 

of their matrix



7,1 Introduction

Alginate hydrogel is biologically inert thus, in its ultrapure form there is little 

interaction with mammalian cells. The modification of alginate hydrogel, by 

linking cell adhesion ligand, has been shown to enhance cellular interaction 

(Rowley et al. 1999), but the modified alginate has not been tested for nerve 

regeneration and in particular not with SC. It may also be possible to enhance 

alginate by the addition of liquid fibronectin, a glycoprotein constituent of the 

extracellular matrix whose exogenous addition has been shown to stimulate 

SC proliferation and directional migration in vitro (Baron-Van Evercooren et 

al. 1982). Orientated fibronectin mats have also been demonstrated to improve 

nerve regeneration (Whitworth et al. 1995) as well as being a compatible 

substrate for delivery of neurotrophic factors (Steme et al. 1997). Thus the 

combination of fibronectin and alginate hydrogel for SC implantation merits 

further investigation.

The optimal concentration of SC in alginate hydrogel was investigated and 

presented in chapter six. In order to elucidate the effects of this combination a 

further study using different time points was required.

The aim of this chapter was to characterise the effects of the optimal 

concentration of lacZ genetically labelled SC on the time course of nerve 

regeneration. It was also of interest to assess whether modification of alginate 

with fibronectin would improve the performance of this matrix.
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7.2 Materials and methods

s c  suspended in alginate (lOOpl) with or without fibronectin were put on a 

culture plate (cf. 2.7.1). AlamarBlue™ assay was used to assess viability and 

growth of the culture in triplicates for 5 days (cf.2.4.2).

SC suspension was prepared (cf 2.1) in DMEM or in fibronectin and 

suspended in alginate (final SC concentration of SOxloVml) and kept at 4°C 

prior to use, for no longer than 30 minutes. PHB conduits were filled with 

alginate with or without SC or fibronectin (cf. 2.8.3). There were 5 

experimental groups (n=6) which were grafted with a PHB conduit (cf. 2.9) 

containing either plain alginate with or without SC, or alginate plus 

fibronectin with or without SC, or with empty PHB conduits. Animals were 

sacrificed at 2, 3 or 6 weeks and the nerve segments including conduits were 

harvested and fixed.

The specimens were analysed morphologically and quantitatively, using 

chemical X-gal staining and fluorescent immunohistochemistry, examining 

labelled SC and regeneration respectively (cf.2.10).

7.3 Results

AlamarBlue"^^ reading increased over the 5-day period for SC cultured in 

either alginate or alginate combined with fibronectin, however, the values 

were higher when fibronectin was added (p<0.05 at day 3, 4 and 5) (Figure 

7.1).
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Figure 7.1 Histogram of Optical density (CD) reading of AlmarBlue colour change in 

cultures of SC suspended in alginate (A) or in alginate combined with fibronectin 

(A+Fn). *p<0.05, Students t-tests A+Fn versus A at each examination point.

Initially, the number of suspended SC were equal in both constructs, hence the 

results imply that survival of SC was improved when fibronectin was added 

and there was a positive effect on SC proliferation. All implanted conduits 

remained in place up to the time of harvest, and there was little fibrotic 

reaction, as the conduits could easily be separated from the muscle bed.

The in vivo experiments showed that transplanted SC were viable and 

survived up to 6 weeks post implantation, as identified by X-gal staining. A
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semi-quantitative assessment of X-gal stained SC was made (Table 7.1 and 

Figure 7.2). At 2 weeks the number of X-gal stained SC was high in both 

groups and independent of the presence of fibronectin. At 3 weeks the number 

of X-gal stained SC remained high in conduits 'with alginate plus fibronectin 

whereas in conduits without fibronectin the staining was reduced. At 6 week, 

there was a further decrease of X-gal stained SC, this being medium when 

fibronectin was present and low in the absence of fibronectin. Combination of 

X-gal and immunostaining showed that transplanted SC were in intimate 

relation to new axons, thus they actively take part in the regeneration process 

(Figure 7.3). However, not all X-gal stained and SC were associated with 

axons.

2 Weeks 3 Weeks 6 Weeks

A+SC High Medium Low

A+Fn+SC High High Medium

Table 7.1 Semi-quantitative assessments of number of X-gal staining 

as a measure of transplanted SC suspended in alginate (A+SC) and in 

alginate and fibronectin (A+Fn+SC).

The regeneration distance increased with time in all the groups although in 

variable degrees. At 2 weeks there was no difference in axonal regeneration 

distance between all groups (Figure 7.4A), however, at 3 weeks there was a 

slower rate of regeneration in conduits filled with alginate or alginate plus 

fibronectin compared to empty conduits.
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Figure 7.2 Examples of semi-quantitative assessment of X-gal stained SC 
showing A) high B) medium and C) low level of staining. The translucent 
segments (arrow) seen in all figures are PHB fibres from the conduit. 
Scale bar: 100pm
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Figure 7.3 Histochemical staining and immunostaining on a section of 

PHB conduit filled with alginate in combination of fibronectin and 

transplanted SC at 3 weeks. The staining shows axonal regeneration and 

transplanted SC under epifluorescent illumination. X-gal staining of the 

SC nucleus appears as black (open arrow). SI00 staining of SC (in 

green), PanNF staining of regenerating axons (in red). The overlap of 

green and red fluorescent shows as yellow. The association of 

transplanted SC with the re-growing axons is clearly visible.

Scale bar: 10pm.
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This slow down was compensated by the presence of transplanted SC in 

alginate. Furthermore, when alginate was combined with fibronectin and 

transplanted SC, the regeneration distance was greater than empty PHB 

conduits (Figure 7.4B). By 6 weeks, the axons had nearly crossed the gap, but 

only in the implants containing alginate, fibronectin and transplanted SC the 

axons could clearly be seen in the distal stump. In the other groups, there was 

no statistical difference in regeneration distance (Figure 7.4C).

The pattern seen with measurement of regeneration quantity was more 

complex. At 2 weeks there was an increased surge of axonal regeneration in 

the conduits without transplanted SC, which was independent of the presence 

of alginate or fibronectin. At this time point when SC were present the 

quantity of regeneration was lower than in other group (Figure 7.5A). At 3 

weeks, there was a substantial increase in the quantity of regrowing axons in 

the conduits containing transplanted SC, especially when fibronectin was also 

present. There was also a slight increase in the regeneration quantity in 

conduits without SC, particularly when alginate was combined with 

fibronectin, but this increase was not statistically significant compared to that 

at 2 weeks (Figure 7.5B). In conduits without transplanted SC, the peak of 

regeneration was reached at 3 weeks and by 6 weeks, there was a significant 

drop in the quantity of axonal regeneration, most markedly in the empty 

conduits. In contrast, the conduits containing transplanted SC, continued to 

show a sustained increase in regeneration quantity up to 6 weeks, and conduits 

with alginate, fibronectin and transplanted SC showed the highest level of 

axonal regeneration (Figure 7.5C).
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Figure 7.4 Histograms illustrating regeneration distances at A) 2 weeks, B) 3 weeks 
and C) 6 weeks in empty conduits (E), conduits filled with alginate (A), conduits with 
alginate and fibronectin (A+Fn), conduits filled with SC in alginate (A+SC) and 
conduits filled with alginate in combination of fibronectin and SC (A+Fn+SC). 
*p<0.05. One way ANOVA with Multiple Comparisons, Tukey test, experimental 
groups versus control (empty conduits).
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Quantity of Regeneration at 2 weeks
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Figure 7.5 Histograms illustrating regeneration quantities distances at A) 2 and 
B) 3 and C) 6 weeks in empty conduits (E), conduits filled with alginate (A), 
conduits with alginate and fibronectin (A+Fn), conduits filled with SC in alginate 
(A+SC) and conduits filled with alginate in combination of fibronectin and SC 
(A+Fn+SC). *p<0.05, One way ANOVA with Multiple Comparisons, Tukey test, 
experimental groups versus control (empty conduits).
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7.4 Discussion

s c  transplantation has not yet been used clinically in peripheral nerve surgery 

which might be explained by the lack of a suitable conduit and SC carrying 

matrix that can be used in a therapeutic setting. A two-step strategy might 

make SC transplantation more acceptable, whereby the intrinsic effect of SC 

is improved by genetic modification and there is optimisation of the cell- 

carrying matrix.

Our in vitro results on matrix compatibility showed that SC viability and 

growth was improved when fibronectin was added to the alginate. This may 

be due to improved cellular attachment in the presence of fibronectin as 

enhancing interaction with alginate has been shown to have beneficial effects 

on cellular function (Rowley et al 1999). Alginate matrix alone supported SC 

viability and function in vitro in a similar way to other matrices used in 

different studies, such as Matrigel (cf. Chapter 5; Mosahebi et al. 2001b). 

Other investigators have reported that conduits filled with alginate alone 

allowed peripheral nerve regeneration (Suzuki et al 1999). Our results 

confirmed this, but also when transplanted SC were present the addition of 

fibronectin was needed to achieve a significant improvement on the nerve 

regeneration distance and quantity.

The addition of transplanted SC and fibronectin to the alginate enhanced 

regeneration distance such that the reduction caused by the mass effect of the 

matrix at the early time points was not only compensated but exceeded that of
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empty conduits. However, the addition of fibronectin or SC separately did not 

significantly improve axonal regeneration compared to the empty conduits. 

Thus the synergistic effect of fibronectin was needed to achieve significant 

overall improvement in regeneration.

The effect of SC transplantation in the spinal cord has been enhanced when 

the cells were genetically modified to synthesise extra amounts of 

neurotrophic factors (Menei et al. 1998), although this strategy has not yet 

been evaluated for peripheral nerves. Transplantation of genetically labelled 

SC with lacZ in peripheral nerves has been reported previously (Feltri et al 

1992) (Sorensen et al 1998), but their effect on regeneration was not 

quantified. Our results show that transplantation of genetically labelled SC 

improves regeneration distance. This effect was evident at 3 weeks, and 

despite reduction in the number of transplanted SC in time it was maximal at 

6 weeks following transplantation.

The quantity of regeneration was higher in the conduits without SC at the 

early time point. This may be explained by migration of the hosts SC into the 

conduits (Bailey et al 1993) with early axonal branching, but it slowed down 

over time as evident in the regeneration distance. Also at 6 weeks the 

regeneration quantity in the conduits without SC was less than their 

corresponding values at 3 weeks, possibly because of die back of axons due to 

lack of effective and long lasting regeneration. However, in the conduits 

containing alginate with SC and fibronectin, there was a steady progression of 

axons penetrating into the conduit, which was sustained over time. This may
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be explained by the extra support provided by the transplanted SC, having an 

increased viability when suspended in a matrix consisting of alginate plus 

fibronectin, as seen in vitro by Alamarblue assay and in vivo by X-gal staining

In conclusion, nerve regeneration was enhanced in the presence of genetically 

labelled SC and by modification of their matrix.
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8.1 Introduction

The time delay prior to obtaining adequate number of autologous SC for 

transplantation as well as availability of on-site expertise and logistic 

difficulties would limit the use of SC transplantation in the peripheral nerve 

reconstruction. Allogeneic SC transplantation is an attractive option to 

overcome the difficulties associated with autologous SC transplantation. It 

would allow off-the-shelf population of screened and cultured SC ready for 

transplantation. Allogeneic SC have been transplanted in nerve injury without 

immunosuppression but with no success (Guenard et al. 1992). However, 

clear identification of transplanted SC was not addressed and their effects not 

quantified. The aim of this chapter was to investigate and characterise 

allogeneic SC following transplantation without immunosuppression and to 

assess their effect on nerve regeneration. Genetically labelled SC with lacZ 

marker were used to clearly follow the fate of transplanted SC within a 

conduit in a nerve injury model. Furthermore, the regenerative and 

immunological parameters following allogeneic and syngeneic SC 

transplantation were compared and quantified.

8.2 Materials and methods

Cultured and genetically labelled (with lacZ) neonatal Lewis rat SC were 

obtained (cf. 2.1 and 2.6). Alginate solution containing fibronectin with or 

without SC was prepared and PHB conduits filled with solution and alginate 

was made (cf. 2.7.1 and 2.8.3). The sciatic nerve gap repair model was used 

(cf. 2.9), adult male Lewis rats were grafted with PHB conduits (n=6) 

containing alginate plus fibronectin with or without Lewis SC, for the
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syngeneic model, and Dark Agouti adult male rats were grafted (n=6) with 

PHB conduits containing alginate, fibronectin and Lewis SC, for the 

allogeneic model. These two strains of rat have differences in their major 

histocompatibility complexes (MHC) (Gunther & Stark 1977). Animals were 

sacrificed at 2, 3 or 6 weeks and the nerve segments including conduits were 

harvested and fixed.

The specimens were analysed morphologically and quantitatively, using 

chemical X-gal staining for labelled SC, fluorescent immunohistochemistry 

for axonal regeneration, SC ingrowth and characterisation for MBP, NCAM, 

p75 and immunological parameters of B, T lymphocytes and macrophage 

infiltration plus MHC I and II expression (cf.2.10).

8.3 Results

There was little fibrotic reaction to the PHB conduits in all groups and no 

gross anatomical differences between conduit without SC or with syngeneic 

or allogeneic SC.

8.3.1 Transplanted Schwann cells

Transplanted SC could be identified with X-gal staining and there was a 

reduction in X-gal staining over time. The lacZ marker gene had a nucleus 

localising sequence to enable clearer identification of labelled SC, this meant 

that X-gal staining only showed the nucleus of the transplanted SC and if their 

nuclei was not included in the section, the transplanted SC were not identified. 

Thus the quantification was done in a semi-quantitative manner as in Chapter 

7. In syngeneic transplantation, X-gal staining was high at 2 and 3 weeks and
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Figure 8.1 Examples of X-gal staining to illustrate the semi-quantitative assessment of 
transplanted SC as A) high, B) medium as C) low.
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medium at 6 weeks. However, in allogeneic transplantation, X-gal staining 

was medium at 2 weeks which dropped to low and then to zero at 3 and 6 

weeks respectively (Figure 8.1).

8.3.2 Regeneration

The axonal regeneration distance increased over time in all groups. At 2 

weeks, there was no statistical difference between implants without SC or 

with syngeneic or allogeneic SC. However, at 3 weeks there was a significant 

increase in regeneration distance in the groups with syngeneic and allogeneic 

SC compared to conduits without SC (p<0.05). Syngeneic and allogeneic SC 

were equally as effective in enhancing the regeneration distance and there was 

no statistical difference between them (Figure 8.2).
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Figure 8.2 Histograms illustrating axonal regeneration distances (expressed in mm) at 
2, 3 and 6 weeks in conduits filled with alginate hydrogel without SC or with syngeneic 
or allogeneic SC. At 6 weeks the regeneration had crossed the 10mm gap in conduits 
with SC. * p<0.05, ANOVA and Tukey's test for comparison with conduits without SC.
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This trend continued at 6 weeks, and in implants with either syngeneic or 

allogeneic SC the growing axons had crossed the neuronal gap (Figure 8.2).

The axonal regeneration quantity increased over time in the animals implanted 

with the conduits containing SC, whereas in the conduits without transplanted 

SC there was a peak of regeneration at 3 weeks followed by a reduction in the 

quantity of growing axons. At 2 weeks, the quantity of regeneration was 

highest in the conduits without SC, followed by the conduits containing 

syngeneic SC (p<0.05. Figure 8.3). At 3 weeks the quantity of regeneration 

increased in all the groups compared to measurements at 2 weeks, but the 

relative increase in the conduits with SC was much more pronounced than in 

the conduits without SC. However, the pattern seen at 2 weeks persisted, with 

the highest amount of regeneration in the conduits without SC followed by the 

conduits with syngeneic and allogeneic SC transplantation (p<0.05). At 6 

weeks there was a continued increase in the regeneration quantity in the 

conduits with syngeneic SC showing the highest level of regenerating axons, 

whereas there was a significant decrease in the conduits without SC (p<0.05). 

There was no statistically significant change in the regeneration quantity in 

the conduits with allogeneic SC between 3 and 6 weeks (Figure 8.3).

The pattern of SC ingrowth was similar in the conduits with or without 

transplanted SC (syngeneic or allogeneic). There was a small increase in SC 

migration from 2 to 3 weeks and a similar level was maintained between 3 and 

6 weeks. However, there was no statistically significant difference between 

the groups (p>0.05. Figure 8.4).
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Figure 8.3 Histograms illustrating axonal regeneration quantity, expressed as percentage 
of immunostaining per field (±SEM) at 2, 3 and 6 weeks in conduits filled with alginate 
hydrogel without SC or with syngeneic or allogeneic SC. * p<0.05, ANOVA and Tukey’s 
test for comparison with conduits without SC.
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Figure 8.4 Histograms illustrating the quantity of SC ingrowth, expressed as percentage 
of immunostaining per field (±SEM) at 2, 3 and 6 weeks in conduits filled with alginate 
hydrogel without SC or with syngeneic or allogeneic SC. There was no statistical 
difference between the groups (ANOVA).
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8.3.3 Schwann cell phenotype

There was little or no expression of MBP thus quantification for this marker 

was not possible. Quantification of de-differentiated SC (p75) showed that at 

2 weeks the expression was low and equal across the groups. At 3 weeks there 

was an increase in the expression of p75, which was largest in the conduits 

without SC, indicating the highest level of de-differentiated SC (p<0.05, 

Figure 8.5). At 6 weeks, the increase in the expression of p75 was maintained 

in the conduits containing syngeneic or allogeneic SC, being largest in the 

latter. However, in the conduits without transplanted SC, there was a 

noticeable decrease of p75 expression (p<0.05. Figure 8.5).
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Figure 8.5 Histograms illustrating the quantification of p75 immunostaining, expressed 

as percentage of immunostaining per field (±SEM) at 2, 3 and 6 weeks in conduits filled 

with alginate hydrogel without SC or with syngeneic or allogeneic SC. * p<0.05, 

ANOVA and Tukey’s test for comparison with conduits without SC.
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A similar pattern of expression was seen for NCAM, an indicative measure of 

non-myelinating SC. There was an increase in the expression of NCAM 

between 2 and 6 weeks in the groups implanted with syngeneic or allogeneic 

SC, being higher in the allogeneic group. However, as seen in p75 expression, 

in the conduits without SC, after an initial large increase in NCAM expression 

for up to 3 weeks, there was an equally large fall in the level of expression at 6 

weeks. At 6 weeks the final pattern of expression of non-myelinated SC was 

similar to that of de-differentiated SC (Figure 8.6 and 8.7).
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Figure 8.6 Histograms illustrating the quantification of NCAM immunostaining, 

expressed as percentage of immunostaining per field (±SEM) at 2, 3 and 6 weeks in 

conduits filled with alginate hydrogel without SC or with syngeneic or allogeneic SC. 

* p<0.05, ANOVA and Tukey’s test for comparison with conduits without SC.
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Figure 8.7 Examples of immunostaining for A) p75 and B) NCAM The staining for 

NCAM appear more diffuse and paler than that for p75. Scale bar: 10pm.
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8.3.4 MHC quantification

Expression of MHC class I and II were quantified at 2 and 3 weeks in the 

groups with syngeneic and allogeneic SC transplantation. The quantification 

was not carried out at 6 weeks as all the allogeneic SC had been rejected at 

this point. Quantification of MHC expression in conduits without SC was 

used as control. There was no statistically significant difference in the 

expression of MHC I at 2 weeks between the conduits with syngeneic, 

allogeneic SC and controls. At 3 weeks the level of MHC 1 expression in the 

conduits with syngeneic SC was lower than that of allogeneic cells and of 

control group (p<0.05. Figure 8.8).
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Figure 8.8 Histograms illustrating the quantification of MHC I and II immunostaining 
at 2, 3 and 6 weeks in conduits filled with alginate hydrogel with syngeneic or 
allogeneic SC. * p<0.05, ANOVA and Tukey’s test for comparison with conduits 
without SC. MHC 1= Control I, Syn I and Alio I; MHC 11= Control II, Syn II and Alio 
II.
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Although the level of MHC II expression was generally lower than MHC I, 

the pattern of the change in the expression of this marker was similar to that of 

MHC I. At 2 weeks MHC II expression was higher in the conduits with 

syngeneic SC than controls (p<0.05), but there was no statistical difference 

between allogeneic SC and control. By 3 weeks MHC II expression was 

significantly higher in the conduits containing allogeneic SC than in the 

controls (p<0.05), whereas there was no difference between conduits with 

syngeneic SC and controls.

8.3,5 Immune reaction infiltrate

Lymphocytes and macrophages could be easily identified and there were a 

greater number of lymphocytes and macrophages at the edges of the conduits 

at all examined time points.

The number of B and T-lymphocytes followed a similar pattern, but overall 

there was a greater number of T-lymphocytes at 2 and 3 weeks. At these time 

points, the number of lymphocytes, especially T cells was higher in the 

conduits containing allogeneic SC, and at 3 weeks this difference reached 

statistical significance (p<0.05). However, at 6 weeks the number of 

lymphocytes in the conduits with allogeneic SC was significantly lower than 

that in conduits with syngeneic cells or without SC (Figure 8.9, 8.10, 8.11 A 

and B).

At 2 weeks very few macrophages could be identified in the conduits without 

SC and there was no statistical difference in the number of macrophages in the
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Figure 8.9 Histograms illustrating mean T-cell counts (±SEM) at 2, 3 and 6 weeks in 

conduits filled with alginate hydrogel without SC or with syngeneic or allogeneic SC 

* p<0.05, ANOVA and Tukey’s test for comparison with conduits without SC.
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Figure 8.10 Histograms illustrating mean B-cell counts (±SEM) at 2, 3 and 6 weeks in 

conduits filled with alginate hydrogel without SC or with syngeneic or allogeneic SC 

* p<0.05, ANOVA and Tukey’s test for comparison with conduits without SC.
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Figure 8.11 Examples of immunostaining for A) B-lymphocytes, B) T-lymphocytes 

and C) macrophages. Scale bar: 10pm.
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conduits with syngeneic and allogeneic SC (Figure 8.12). At 3 weeks there 

was a reduction in the number of macrophages in the conduits with syngeneic 

SC whereas the number of macrophages in conduits with allogeneic SC had 

significantly increased (p<0.05). By 6 weeks there was an increase in the 

number of macrophages present in the conduits without SC and those 

containing syngeneic SC such that there was no statistical difference between 

the groups (Figure 8.11C and 8.12).
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Figure 8.12 Histograms illustrating mean macrophage counts (±SEM) at 2, 3 and 6 

weeks in conduits filled with alginate hydrogel without SC or with syngeneic or 

allogeneic SC p<0.05, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA, comparison with conduits without SC.
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8.4 Discussion

It has been demonstrated that cultured SC retain their capacity to enhance 

axonal regeneration following transplantation in the peripheral nerve defect 

(Levi & Bunge 1994; Levi et al. 1994; Feltri et al. 1992). Despite improved 

techniques in the isolation and the culture of SC (Hokfelt 1991; Casella et al. 

1996; Hanemann et al. 1998) as well as identification and use of effective SC 

mitogens in their culture (Marchionni et al. 1993; Li et al. 1996), there would 

be a delay in obtaining adequate numbers of autologous SC for 

transplantation. Delay in the reconstruction of the peripheral nerve has been 

shown to reduce the potential and the results of regeneration (Fu S.Y. & 

Gordon T. 1995; Li et al. 1997) as well as deterioration of end organs 

(Sunderland 1978). The aim of this study was to characterise fully allogeneic 

SC after transplantation and to evaluate their use as a possible alternative 

strategy to overcome the difficulties encountered with the use of autologous 

SC.

In order to identify SC, a retroviral vector was employed to introduce 

permanently lacZ marker gene in SC. We have shown previously that 

following this labelling protocol SC preserved their function and were not 

immunoactivated (Mosahebi et al. 2001a, cf. Chapter 4). The results of this 

chapter show that allogeneic SC transplantation improved axonal regeneration 

rate equally as well as syngeneic SC. However, allogeneic SC were not as 

good as syngeneic SC in promoting a sustained quantity of regeneration. The 

improvement in the regeneration distance with allogeneic SC was sustained at 

up to 6 weeks despite their rejection suggesting that the neurotrophic factors
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produced by these cells might be sufficiently long-lasting, possibly by 

remaining in the matrix after the rejection of SC. Indeed alginate has been 

successfully used as a vehicle for prolonged delivery of leukaemia inhibitory 

factor in enhancing peripheral nerve regeneration (Austin et al. 1997). It has 

been proposed that allogeneic SC are replaced by host’s SC following 

rejection (Midha et al. 1994), and our results confirm the finding that SC 

ingrowth was not adversely affected by the rejection process and there was no 

bystander effect.

However, the results were in contradiction to the finding that allogeneic SC 

transplantation impeded regeneration (Guenard et al. 1992) or had little effect 

(Rodriguez et al. 2000). In these past studies SC ingrowth into the conduits 

was not investigated, and also there was no attempt made to identify 

transplanted SC (Guenard et al. 1992). Even when SC were marked prior to 

transplantation (Rodriguez et al. 2000), the method of identification employed 

would have had deleterious effects on SC properties (Mosahebi et al. 2000, cf. 

Chapter 3). Furthermore, these studies only examined the axonal regeneration 

and did not characterise other parameters examined and quantified in this 

study. The beneficial effect observed in this study may also be due to the use 

of an optimal concentration of SC (Mosahebi et al. 2001a, cf. Chapter 6), 

suspended in a matrix that preserves SC function (Mosahebi et al. 2001b, cf. 

Chapter 5).

Favourable cell survival has been reported following the use of allogeneic SC 

in the immunologically privileged central nervous system (Hermanns et al.
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1997). In this study allogeneic SC were mostly rejected by 3 weeks, as there 

was no X-gal staining at 6 weeks. SC in nerve allografts have been shown to 

be rejected after stopping immunosuppression and this has been proposed to 

be the mechanism of failure of regeneration in these grafts (Zalewski et al. 

1995). The results of this study confirm that allogeneic SC were rejected (Li 

& Duncan 1998) but showed that despite rejection there was continuing 

regeneration. The beneficial effect of allogeneic cell therapy without 

immunosuppression has also been reported in other settings demonstrating the 

principle of cell therapy is valid for this procedure (Porter & Antin 1999; 

Morecki et al 1998; Gill & Wolf 1995).

NCAM has been shown to have an important role in cellular interaction 

during development and it is expressed by non-myelinating SC phenotype 

(Mirsky et al 1986). A similar role for NCAM during regeneration has also 

been proposed (Daniloff et al 1986), but quantification of NCAM expression 

following SC transplantation is still forthcoming. The results of this study 

showed that there was a progressive increase in the NCAM expression in the 

conduits containing SC consistent with the increase of axonal regeneration. 

However, in the conduits without SC the expression of NCAM showed an 

initial increase before returning to a lower level. Lack of expression of MBP is 

in keeping with the observed increase in NCAM expression, as myelination 

reduces the expression of NCAM (lessen et al 1987). Expression of the low- 

afflnity neurotrophin receptor, p75, has been proposed to be important for 

axonal growth during development (Bentley & Lee 2000) and our results 

following SC transplantation showed a peak expression of p75 at 6 weeks in
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conduits with SC confirming previous proposal of their role in nerve repair 

(SohuQ et al. 1998).

Cellular and humoral elements of the immune system play a part in triggering 

allograft rejection following neural transplantation (Lassner et al 1989). One 

of the initiating factors is MHC I incompatibility resulting in activation of 

class I (CD 8) T lymphocytes (Lafferty et al 1986). MHC II incompatibility is 

a weak stimulator of class II (CD 4) T lymphocyte, but the presence of 

specific antigen presenting cells augments this response in the peripheral 

nerves. Furthermore, the extent MHC II expression in the graft has been 

shown to be negatively related to allograft survival (Trumble & Shon 2000). It 

has been proposed that removal of the resident antigen presenting cells from 

nerve graft would reduce allograft rejection (Gill & Wolf 1995). Thus 

allogeneic SC transplantation would be expected to have a better chance of 

survival than the whole nerve graft.

SC have been reported to change their antigenic profile following peripheral 

nerve injury but the change in the expression of MHC antigen following 

injury has not been convincingly demonstrated (Popovic et al 1996). SC have 

been shown to express MHC I & II in vitro (Lilje & Armati 1997) and have 

been suggested to act as antigen presenting cells (Ansselin & Pollard 1990). 

The increase in the expression of MHC II at 3 weeks in the conduits 

containing allogeneic SC corresponded to an increase in T lymphocyte as well 

as macrophage infiltration. Furthermore, there was a corresponding reduction 

in X-gal staining at 3 weeks pointing to a rejection process of allogeneic SC at
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this time point. There was a longer survival of allogeneic SC than was 

expected compared to other studies of allogeneic cell transplantation (Gill & 

Wolf 1995). This may be due to an immunomodulatory effect of alginate 

hydrogel, as alginate hydrogel has been used in immunoisolation protocols in 

cell transplantation (Peirone et al. 1998; Velten et al 1999). The delayed 

increase in lymphocytic infiltration in the conduits containing syngeneic SC at 

6 weeks may be due to the enhancement of inflammatory response by 

neurotrophic factors released by the glial cells (Hallbook et al 1991).

In conclusion transplantation of allogeneic SC promotes sustained axonal 

regeneration, notwithstanding the rejection of the cells. Hence allogeneic SC 

transplantation may have a role in the enhancement of peripheral nerve 

regeneration and merit further investigations to improve their effect.
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chapter Nine

Gene delivery for peripheral 
nerve regeneration



9.1 Introduction

Peripheral nerve regeneration has been shown to improve using neurotrophic 

and growth factors (Ahmed et al. 1999; Sterne et al. 1997; Terenghi 1999). 

However, current techniques to deliver growth factors result in 

pharmacokinetic loss of the protein due to the combination of physical and 

biological degradation. An altemative strategy would be the delivery of 

grovW:h factors as plasmid genes (Bonadio et al. 1999). However, naked DNA 

delivery needs to be improved to allow more efficient and sustained in vivo 

expression (Mountain 2000). Previous chapters have shown that alginate 

hydrogel is compatible with SC and allows axonal regeneration. One 

possibility would be to use this matrix to deliver plasmid cDNA to the 

axotomised peripheral nerve.

The local availability of cDNA for insulin-like gro^vth factor I (IGF-I) and 

mechano growth factor (MGF) dictated their choice in the delivery 

experiments. IGF-I has been shown to promote nerve regeneration 

(Nachemson et al. 1990; Kanje et al. 1989; Sjoberg & Kanje 1989), while 

MGF is a spliced variant of IGF-I, which has been shown to be involved in 

the local induction of muscle growth (Goldspink 2000). The effect of this 

growth factor on the peripheral nerve has not been previously explored. This 

part of the study investigated the effects of direct delivery of cDNA of the 

novel growth factor, MGF, in comparison with the delivery of cDNA for IGF- 

I, and assessed their possible effect on peripheral nerve regeneration.
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9.2 Materials and methods

The plasmid release profile from alginate hydrogel was tested in vitro. 

Alginate solutions of control, IGF-I or MGF plasmids were prepared (lp,g/pl, 

cf. 2.6.5). 50pl of each of these alginate solutions were placed in 1ml tubes 

and topped with 200^1 of DMEM. Tubes were kept in a 37°C incubator. At 

day 1, 3 and 7, 20pl of the supernatant was taken and replaced with DMEM. 

The supernatant was tested for the presence of the corresponding plasmid by 

gel electrophoresis.

The rat sciatic nerve injury model was used and a short gap of 3mm was 

repaired with PHB using a wrap around technique (cf. 2.9.2). A Hamilton 

syringe was used to slowly instil 50|il of the alginate solution containing 

control, IGF-I or MGF plasmids into the conduits (n=4 for each vector type). 

Alginate was set in situ ^vith calcium chloride for 2 minutes (cf. 2.7.1) and 

area washed out with 0.9% saline. After 2 weeks, the animals were sacrificed 

and the implants harvested, fixed and processed for immunohistochemistry 

(cf. 2.9.4) using antisera to PanNF to assess axonal regeneration, and to SI GO 

to detect SC (cf. 2.10.2.1). The axonal regeneration was scored semi- 

quantitatively as low, medium and high.

9.3 Results

The analyses of supernatant, with gel electrophoresis, taken from the in vitro 

incubation of alginate hydrogel showed different patterns of release of MGF 

and IGF-I plasmids. The control and IGF-I plasmids were detectable after 24 

hour. At 3days, a large band corresponding to IGF-I plasmid became evident.
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while the control plasmid had almost completely eluted from the alginate 

(Figure 9.1). At this time point a small band corresponding to MGF plasmid 

was also detectable by electrophoresis. This band was still evident and bigger 

at 7 days. However, at this time point neither the control nor the IGF-I 

plasmids were detectable, indicating that their release from alginate had been 

completed between 3 and 7 days.

For all plasmids, the size of the band was similar to that of the corresponding 

cDNA prior to suspension in alginate, indicating that the integrity of plasmids 

was preserved in these constructs.

Figure 9.1 Illustration of gel electrophoresis of the control (V), 

IGF-I (I) and MGF (M) plasmids at 24 hours, 3 and 7 days.
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All animals survived the procedure and the average weight of animals was not 

significantly different in the groups implanted with the control, MGF or IGF-I 

plasmids. Thus, there was no gross systemic adverse effect of administration 

of growth factor containing plasmid as well as no increase in fibrotic 

inflammatory reaction around the implants.

Prior to immunostaining, the sections were examined for the presence of GFP 

and although few specks of green fluorescence could be seen in all the 

examined sections, there was no convincing and obvious evidence of the 

expression of the GFP in the PHB conduits or the nerve stumps.

Immunohistological examination for SC revealed that there was equally good 

SC ingrowth from distal and proximal stumps in all samples (Figure 9.2), 

which seemed to be independent of the nature of plasmid. Immunostaining for 

axonal regeneration with PanNF showed that there was axonal regeneration in 

all groups and the regeneration front had crossed the gap into the distal stump. 

However, the regeneration quantity was low when the control vector was 

present. This increased to medium level when IGF-I plasmid was used and it 

was further increased to high level in the presence of MGF plasmid, indicating 

that both IGF-I and MGF had a beneficial effect on the quantity of axonal 

regeneration, with a greater effect seen with MGF administration (Figure 9.3 

and 9.4).
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Figure 9.2 SI00 immunostaining (green) in implants with A) control 

plasmid, B) IGF-I and C) MGF
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Figure 9.3 PanNF immunostaining (red) in implants with A) control 

plasmid, B) IGF-I and C) MGF, illustrating low, medium and high 

quantity or axonal regeneration respectively.
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Figure 9.4 Combination of S100 (green) and PanNF (red) immunostaining 

in implants with A) control plasmid, B) IGF-I and C) MGF. The yellow 

fluorescent colour is due to co-localisation of the green fluorescent of SC 

staining and the red fluorescent of newly formed axons staining.
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9.4 Discussion

Gene therapy may be utilised in the reconstruction of the peripheral nerves to 

enhance the tissue engineering techniques and thus replacing the need for 

nerve grafting (Buti et al. 1996). The advantage of gene delivery in 

comparison with local administration of recombinant protein would be the 

stability of the cDNA, hence bioavailability as well as reduced toxicity 

(Bonadio et al 1999). However, the obstacle of appropriately matching the 

delivery system to the tissue still limits its clinical use. There are two main 

methods of in vivo gene delivery, viral and nonviral (Brown et al 1981; 

Matthews & Keating 1996) and both of these have been employed for gene 

delivery in the peripheral nerve.

Adenovirus is one the most widely used viral vector for in vivo gene therapy 

and has been used to introduce marker genes in the peripheral nerve (Jani et 

al 1999). Although this technique has unresolved safety profile (Bunge et al 

1989; Buti et al 1996), its use has demonstrated its potential applicability in 

the peripheral nerve. Nonviral direct DNA transfer in vivo has been 

acknowledged to have a wide therapeutic window thus a suitable safety 

profile for clinical use. However, the inefficiency of this technique has been a 

limiting factor (Mountain 2000; Brown et al 1981). Modification of matrix 

used in DNA delivery has been shown to prolong and enhance the results of 

this technique (Bonadio et al 1999). This study used a novel technique to 

prolong the availability of plasmids and the results showed that the integrity 

of plasmids were also preserved. Furthermore, the in vitro release profile 

indicated that the time of the release was dependent on the size of the plasmid
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as the larger MGF plasmid was released over a prolonged period of time in 

comparison with the smaller IGF-I, and it confirms previous studies indicating 

the faster release of smaller sized molecules from the alginate (Kikuchi et al. 

1999). In future, it may be possible to change the release profile from the 

alginate hydrogel to suit different cDNA profiles by changing its composition 

and gel setting parameters (Imai et al 2000).

The vector contained a constitutive and non-specific CMV promoter, and it 

may be possible to apply a specific promoter for the peripheral nerve, such as 

creatine kinase used for skeletal muscles (Karpati et al. 1996). However, a 

suitable neural-specific promoter is not yet available. The plasmids used 

carried a GFP marker gene but there was no evidence of local expression of 

this protein possibly due to the low expression of the marker, below the limit 

of direct microscopical detection. In future experiments it may be possible to 

overcome this problem by using an amplification system based on 

immunochemical detection of GFP or a different reporter molecule.

The most relevant result of this study is confirmation that the direct delivery 

of plasmids containing specific cDNA has an effect on nerve regeneration. 

Indeed both IGF-I and MGF containing plasmids increase the level of 

regeneration compared to control plasmids. The increased axonal regeneration 

observed with plasmids containing the gene for IGF-I is in agreement with 

previous studies showing similar effect with continuous local application of 

IGF-I protein (Nachemson et al 1990; Kanje et al. 1989; Sjoberg & Kanje 

1989). The importance of the delivery mode was illustrated in a study where
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the systemic application of IGF-I had no effect on regeneration (Lutz et al. 

1999). IGF-I has also been reported to stimulate proliferation of SC as well as 

increasing their survival (Meier et al. 1999; Delaney et al. 1999) but in this 

study this effect was not detectable, as SC regeneration was similar in all 

experimental groups. This may be explained by the reported more specific 

effect of IGF-I on myelinating rather than un-myelinating SC (Sondell et al. 

1997). Also the length of the nerve gap repaired and the time point of 

investigation might not have been optimal for detecting such effect.

MGF is a spliced variant of IGF-I, which is specifically expressed in skeletal 

muscle (Goldspink 2000) and has been shown to be responsible in increasing 

muscle mass following stretch activity (Goldspink 1999). This study showed 

for the first time a superior regeneration following administration of MGF 

plasmid. It is still unclear how MGF may stimulate nerve regeneration, and it 

might be that the more specific activity of this growth factor could be 

responsible for its effect in the peripheral nerve. Further work will be required 

to fully characterise the in vitro and in vivo effects of this mode of gene 

delivery in the peripheral nerve. In particular, it is important to confirm 

whether the cDNA plasmid has been taken up and expressed by the SC locally 

or by neuronal cells following retrograde transport. However, this pilot study 

has demonstrated the feasibility of this approach. Furthermore, in future it 

may be possible to use ex vivo gene therapy by transplantation of SC 

expressing the gene for these or other growth factors that would enhance 

peripheral nerve regeneration.
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chapter Ten

Conclusions and future work



The aim of this thesis was to develop a methodology to enhance peripheral 

nerve regeneration by using SC transplantation and gene delivery technology. 

The techniques were developed in such a way that following adequate 

experimental appraisal and optimisation they would be translated to a clinical 

setting. The ultimate goal was to replace the need for using nerve autografts 

for peripheral nerve reconstruction, which leads to extra morbidity and also 

does not allow full functional recovery.

The work presented in this thesis achieved the aims it set out to achieve. A 

marker gene was permanently introduced in SC, which enabled a clear 

identification of SC following transplantation and demonstrated that SC were 

not adversely affected by the protocol. Transplantation of labelled SC in 

syngeneic and allogeneic models showed beneficial effects on nerve 

regeneration. However, further optimisation of the protocols will be needed 

prior to transferring this methodology to clinical trails.

During the experiments of this study, it has became evident that alginate 

hydrogel in its present form is resorbed at a slower rate than anticipated and 

its continuing presence within the conduits might cause a mechanical 

hindrance to the continual growth and maturation of the nerve fibres. Pre

forming of alginate into strands did not show a particular benefit in 

comparison with gel. This might be due to the fact that both forms have the 

same physical and chemical properties, and conformation alone is not 

sufficient to influence the outcome of regeneration. However, it may be 

possible that fine fibres prepared extrusion of prime material rather than gel.
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i.e. with a different chemical conformation, would give a better directional 

support to the regrovdng axons and SC. Various modification of alginate and 

other matrices are being tested within the unit, and particular attention is given 

to resorption time and long-term experiments. Previous work at the Blond 

Mclndoe Centre demonstrated that fibronectin mats are suitable as nerve 

conduits (Whitworth et al. 1995) and for the delivery of neurotrophic factors 

(Steme et al 1997). These mats have been shown to give direction to SC 

(Ahmed & Brown 1999) but fibronectin mats dissolve quickly within 3 

weeks, which is not a sufficiently long time for consideration as matrix for SC 

transplantation. Modification of fibronectin matrix may allow greater stability 

of the material (Ahmed et al 1999) but modified mats should preserve their 

biological potential and not have toxic effects on SC or neurons. Given the 

results of this study (cf. Chapter 5) it is conceivable that this might be 

achieved by the combined use of a modified alginate and fibronectin.

Transplantation of autologous SC would result in a delay for the clinical nerve 

repair, because of the time needed for the preparation of an adequate number 

of SC. The use of allogeneic SC would overcome this difficulty, but the 

results of this study showed that the effects of allogeneic SC transplantation 

on nerve regeneration was not as good as that of syngeneic SC (cf. Chapter 8). 

A possible alternative would be the use of a combination of autologous and 

allogeneic SC in a chimeric mixture in order to improve their benefit. The use 

of chimeric cell therapy has been shown to be a viable option in the work 

carried out in this unit on skin replacement using cultured kératinocytes 

(unpublished results) and this approach may be combined with the delivery of
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growth factors. The results showing the permanence of the transduced lacZ 

marker gene (cf. Chapter 4) indicate that a similar transduction could be 

carried out with a growth factor gene to augment their in vivo synthesis and 

secretion from SC. Indeed, for clinical application allogeneic SC may be 

prepared as such, ready to express extra growth factors and to create a 

chimeric cell population, which would give the best option for an enhanced 

nerve regeneration. Furthermore, the results of Chapter 9 indicated that the 

gene for the growth factor may be directly delivered to an injured nerve using 

an appropriate vector. IGF-I and the novel MGF were shown to improve nerve 

regeneration, but it is still to be demonstrated that this result is due to their 

uptake and expression by either neuronal or glial cells.

In this thesis morphological analysis was the main methodology for 

evaluation of the results. The correlation of morphological analysis and 

functional recovery has been demonstrated (Dellon & Munger 1983). 

However, functional evaluation following SC transplantation using 

electrophysiological testing would add further evidence to the potential 

benefits of this therapeutic modality, which is a fundamental requirement 

prior to clinical trails. Electrophysiological tests may be carried out at 

different time points over the course of regeneration, but they would also 

needed to demonstrate reinnervation of the target organs, i.e. muscles and 

skin. This would require a longer follow up time that was possible to carry out 

in the present project. Indeed, previous studies in this department showed that 

rat muscle reinnervation starts to be appreciable at 4 months, and it is still 

incomplete at 8 months.
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A further point that warrants investigation is the time delay between nerve 

injury and repair. The work presented in this thesis concentrated on immediate 

reconstruction of the peripheral nerve folloAving axotomy. However, in the 

clinical setting the surgeons are rarely faced with such an ideal scenario and 

there is often a delay in presentation. Some preliminary work on SC 

transplantation for delayed nerve reconstruction, not presented in this thesis, 

has shovm improvement on regeneration as well as beneficial effect on 

neuronal survival. However, further work will be needed to better define the 

parameters and characterisation of this approach.

Overall, the results of this thesis have indicated that genetic modification and 

transplantation of SC represent a possible approach in the management of 

peripheral nerve reconstruction. Much work still needs to be done before this 

becomes a clinical reality, but it is personally fulfilling to realise that these 

results have opened a number of questions and avenues that merit further 

investigation.
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Appendices



Appendix 1

List of materials

1 Tissue culture

Alamar blue"^^ Serotec

Cell Filter 70 jim: Falcon, code: 2350

Cell growth medium DMEM plus: 10% fetal calf serum and 

Penicillin/Streptomycin ( 1 OOiu-1 OOpg)

Chamber Slide, Lab-Tek II, 8-well Nalge Nunc International

Chick embryo dorsal root ganglion growth 

culture medium

Cell growth medium plus 

neurotrophin-3, 500ng/ml

Class II ventilated laminar flow culture 

hood

MDH, InterMed

CO2 incubator Shelab, Model; TC2323, BoroLab

Collagen, Vitrogen 100 Collagen Corporation

Collagenase I Worthington Biochemicals, Code; 

CLS-I, 125 U/ mg. 1% working 

solution made with DMEM and 

aliquoted in 300 \i\ and kept at -20°C.

Complement, rabbit anti mouse Cedarlane Labs, Cat No: CL3051, 2 

vials reconstituted at a time, kept on 

ice at all times, 1ml sterile water added 

to each vial, filtered through 0.45pM 

Filter, stored in liquid Nitrogen as 250 

pi aliquots.

Cryovials Falcon, Becton & Dickenson

Cytosine-p-D-arabinofuranoside 5 ’-tri- 

Phosphate (Arac-C)

Sigma, Cat No: C3639/C8779, Stock 

solution -ImM: 2 mg dissolved in 4 

ml PBS, filtered 0.2 pm and stored at -
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20 °C, 250 pi aliquots

Dispase I: Roche, Cat No: 210 455, 5 mg. Stock 

solution: 1 ml of sterile water added, 

stored at -20 °C as 0.1 ml aliquots, i.e. 

each aliquot ~ 3 U.

DMEM with HEPES Gibco, Cat No: 22320

DMEM, high glucose (4.5 g/l glucose) Gibco, Cat No

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium plus 

Glutamax (DMEM)

Gibco, Cat No: 21885

Electronic Pipette Aid IBS, Integra Biosciences

Fetal Calf Serum (PCS) Imperial Laboratories, 500ml, Batch 

No: 53265, Heat deactivated at 56°C 

for 35 minutes, stored at 

-20°C

Filter, 0.45, 0.2 and 0.8 pre filter & 0,2 pm Nalgene

Forskolin Calbiochem, Cat No: 344270, 5 mM 

stock solution made by 

dissolving 2.0525 mg/ ml in DMSO. 

Stored at -20°C 50/ 100 pi aliquots

Freezing medium Sigma, C6164

Freezing vessels Bicell, Nihon freezer, co, ltd.

0418 Gibco BRL, Paisley, Scotland

Gentamicin 50mg/ml Gibco BRL, Paisley, Scotland

Glial growth factor II, recombinant human Gift from Cambridge NeuroScience, 

Batch No. rhGGF2 121195; Protein 

concentration 0.63 mg/ ml; Max̂ ^̂  4.8 

ng/ml

Haemocytometer, improved Neubauer Weber, England

Hanks Balanced Salt Solution Gibco, Cat No: 14170-088

Human nerve tissue Mr. Simon Kay, Consultant Plastic 

Surgeon, St James Hospital, Leeds
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IBMX, Isobutyl-1-Methylxanthine Sigma, Cat No: 1-5879, Stock solution 

50 mM: FW: 222.2, 100 mg dissolved 

in DMSO. Stored at -20°C as 200 pi 

aliquots.

Insulin, Bovine Pancreas, culture tested Sigma, Cat No: 1 1882, Lot: 57H4626, 

Stock solution 10 mg/ ml; 10 ml of 

acidified Water (150 pi of glacial 

acetic acid added to 15 ml of distilled 

water, in fume cupboard, 0.2 pm 

filtered). Dissolved slowly re-filtered 

with 0.8/0.2 pm. Stored at 4 °C as 1 ml 

aliquots.

Laminin, natural mouse Gibco, Cat No: 23017-015

Microscope, inverted Nikon

Mouse Anti Human Thy 1.1 Serotec, Cat NO: MCAP90, 2ml, IgGl

Mouse Ajiti Mouse/Rat Thy 1.1 Serotec, Cat No: MCA04G, 0.25mg/ 

0.25ml, IgM

MTT: (3 -[4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5- 

diphenyltetrazolium bromide; Thiazolyl 

blue

Sigma, Cat No: M 5655

Needle, hypodermic, 19, 21, 23 G Sherwood Medical

Neurotrophin-3 Regeneron

Normal Saline (0.9%) Parkfields Pharmaceuticals

Penicillin/Streptomycin Gibco, Cat: 15070-022, Working 

concentration: 100 iu-100 pg, by 

adding 2ml to 100 ml of DMEM.

Petri Dishes (9cm) Gibco

Plastic Pipettes: 1, 5,10, 25ml Falcon, Becton & Dickenson

Plate reader (96-well) Labsystem MultiSkan MS

Poly-D-Lysine, Lyophilised, MW: 30,000- 

70,000.

Sigma, Cat No: P7280
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PT67 packaging cell growth medium Cell growth medium but with high 

glucose (4.5g/l) DMEM

PT67 packaging cells Clonetech

Schwann cell growth medium (human) Rat Schwann cell growth medium 

(made with high, 4.5g/l, glucose 

DMEM plus 0.5 mM IBMX, 1.1 ml of 

stock and 2.5 |ig/ml insulin, 28 pi for 

100ml.

Schwaim cell growth medium (neonatal rat) Cell growth medium plus forskolin, 

5pM, GGF 126 ng/ml (of Batch 

rhGGF2 121195): To 100 ml of cell 

growth medium 112 pi of froskolin 

stock 3 pi of GGF added.

Syringe: 2, 5,10 ml Becton & Dickenson

Tissue Culture Flasks (25cm^), with Filter 

Cap

Greiner Labotechnik, Cat No: 690175

Tissue Culture Flasks (75cm^) Greiner Labortechnik, Cat No: 658175

Tissue Culture Plates (24 Well) Falcon, Becton & Dickenson

Tissue Culture Plates (6 Well) Falcon, Becton & Dickenson

Tissue Culture Plates (96 Well) Falcon, Becton & Dickenson

Trypsin 2.5%:, lyophilised Gibco, Cat No: 610-5095AE, 

Lyophilised, rehydrated with 

Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffer Saline 

(without Ca & Mg) (Gibco, Cat 

04104190), 800 pi aliquots stored at- 

20°C.

Trypsin/EDTA 0.05%/0.02% Gibco, Cat: 45300-019

Universal container 30, 50 ml Falcon, Becton & Dickenson

Water, tissue culture grade Sigma, CatNo:W3500
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Chemical labelling

PKH26 chemical label kit Sigma

H33342, bisbenzimide, chemical label Sigma

Genetic manipulation

32°C Incubator EcoCell

4% paraformaldehyde in PBS Lab stock

Dimethylsulfoxide Sigma

Force 14 Microcentrifuge Labnet, USA

Hypoxanthine Calbiochem

Methotrexate Sigma

Phosphate buffer saline (PBS) Lab stock

PT67 packaging cell (with lacZ) Mr Philip Rubin, Blond Mclndoe 

Centre

Sequabrene (Polybrene^^) Sigma

Thymidine Calbiochem

Matrices

lOX DMEM Sigma

Alginate, low viscosity mannuronate (LVM) 

Batch no : 210-241 -02

Pronova Biomedical, Norway

Autoclave Boxer, Borolabs,UK

Calcium chloride Sigma

Collagen, rat tail. Type I Sigma

Fibrin glue, Tisseel™ Immuno

Fibronectin, 0.1%, bovine plasma Sigma

Freezing medium Sigma, C6164

Hyaluronic acid, Hylan G-F 20 Biomatrix

Hypodermic needle, 230 Sherwood Medical
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Matrigel® Collaborative Biomedical Products, 

Becton Dickinson Labware

Normal saline (0.9% NaCl) Lab stock

Perti dish, for cell culture Falcon

Sodium bicarbonate, 7.5%, culture tested Sigma

Sodium citrate Sigma

Syringe, 1ml Becton & Dickenson

5 PHB conduit

6-Avell plate Falcon

Cannula, 16G Abbots Laboratories, UK

Hamilton syringe, 50 pi Hamilton Co, USA

Operating magnifying loupes, 3.5X Zeiss, Germany

Poly hydroxy butyrate (PHB) sheets Astra-tech, Sweden

Soldering iron, gas operated Maplin, UK

6 Animal model

Diazepam Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, Gloucester, 

UK

Hydrex® (Chlorhexidene Gluconate 0.5% 

w/v in 70% IMS)

Adams Healthcare, Lotherton Way, 

Leeds, U.K.

Hypnorm (fentanyl citrate, 0.315 mg/ml; 

flucanisone, 10 mg/ml)

Janssen Pharmaceuticals

Cryotome Bright, UK

Glass slide, Vectorbond® coated Lab stock

Hypodermic Needles, 23 & 25 G Sherwood Medical, UK

Micro-instruments Dnmont Surgical, Switzerland

OCT compound Tissue-tek, Sakura, Japan

Operating microscope Zeiss, Germany

PHB conduit/ split sheet

Rats, male, 8 weeks, Lewis or Dark Agouti Harlan, UK
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Sucrose/PBS Lab stock

Suture, 9/0 Ethilon, 4/0 Vicryl, (W2898 Ethicon, UK

W9825)

Zamboni's fixative Lab stock

7 Morphological assessment

7.1 Primary antibodies

Source Usage
(3-galactosidase antibody, mouse 

monoclonal

Sigma, G8021, 

Clone GAL-13

1:1000, 4°C overnight

B lymphocytes, rat CD45R, clone 

HIS24(6B6), mouse monoclonal

Serotec, MCA1326 1:60, 4°C overnight

Glial fibrillary acidic protein, 

GFAP, mouse monoclonal

Boehringer, Cat 

814369

1:10, 4°C overnight

Macrophages, mouse monoclonal Serotec, MCA874G 

Clone MAC387

1:200, 4°C overnight

MHC I, clone OX-18, mouse 

monoclonal

Serotec, MCA51G 1:10, 4°C overnight

MHC II, anti I-A, clone MRC OX- 

6, mouse monoclonal

Serotec, MCA46A 1:10, 4°C overnight

Myelin basic protein, MBP, mouse 

monoclonal

Boehringer, Cat 

1118099

1:500, 4°C overnight

Nerve growth factor receptor, p75, 

mouse monoclonal

Boehringer, Cat 

1198645

1:40, 4°C overnight

Neural cell adhesion molecule, 

NCAM, rabbit polyclonal

Chemicon, AB5032 1:700, 4°C overnight

Pan neurofilament, PanNF, clone 

SMI 312, mouse monoclonal

Affiniti, NA 1299 1:1000, room temperature 2 

hours

Pan neurofilament, PanNF, rabbit 

polyclonal

Affiniti,NA1297 1:700, room temperature 2 

hours

S 100, clone s-100-43, mouse Affiniti, SA 2102 1:500, room temperature 2
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monoclonal hours

S-100, polyclonal. Rabbit Dako, Z 311 1:1000, room temperature 2

polyclonal hours

T lymphocytes, rat CD2, clone Serotec, MCA443R 1:30, 4°C overnight

OX-54, mouse monoclonal

7.2 Secondary reagents

Source Usage
Biotinylated anti-mouse Vector Lab Inc, 

BA2000

1:100, room temperature, 2 

hours

Conjugated (Cy3 or FITC) anti

mouse secondary

Amersham Life 

Sciences

1:100, room temperature, 2 

hours

Cy3™ labelled goat anti-mouse Amersham, PA 

43002

1:100, room temperature 

(dark) 2 hours

Fluorescein anti-mouse IgG Vector Labs, FI 

2000

1:100, room temperature 

(dark) 2 hours

Fluorescein anti-rabbit IgG Vector Labs, FI 

1000

1:100, room temperature 

(dark) 2 hours

Strepavidin fluorescein, RPN 

1232

Amersham Life 

Sciences

1:100, room temperature 

(dark) 2 hours

7.3 Other materials

Analysis software. Image Pro Plus version 4 Media Cybernetics, USA

Antibody diluent Lab stock

Computer hardware 400 MHz processor, Datacell, UK

Dako pen Dako, S2002

Digital microscope camera SPOT diagnostics, USA

Fluorescent mounting medium, 

Vectorshield®

Vector Labs

Microscope Olympus, BX60, Japan
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Normal Rat Serum Dako

Normal Goat serum, NOS Sigma

X-gal, 5 -bromo-4-Chloro-3 -Indolyl- P - Gibco, Cat: 15520-018

galactosidase
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Appendix 2

Preparation of coated tissue culture flasks

Poly-D-Lysine (PDL):
0.1 mg/ml of PDL (Sigma) was prepared with culture grade distilled water. 

1ml of PDL solution was put in a 25cm^ flask (or 2ml in a 75cm^ flask), the 

flask was shaken gently to cover the entire surface evenly. The flask was kept 

flat at room temperature for 15 minutes than washed twice with sterile water 

and left to dry in the hood. Coating of Chamber Slides (Lab-Tek, Nalge Nunc 

International) was similarly carried out, using PDL solution sparingly. The 

PDL coated flasks were stored at room temperature and used for up to 6 

months following coating.

PDL and laminin (double coating)
First the culture flask is coated with PDL as above, 20pg/ml solution of 

natural mouse laminin (Gibco) was prepared in DMEM, and 0.1ml 

solution/cm^ of the flask was used to coat the surface area. The flask was 

gently shaken to spread the solution evenly and kept flat in CO2 incubator at 

37°C, for 45 minutes. The laminin solution was then taken off and the SC 

suspension seeded in the flask, without letting the laminin to dry.

Collagen:
Vitrogen 100 (Collagen Corporation) was used to produce a thin layer of 

coating on 6-well plates, approximately 0.5ml per well. The plate was kept 

flat at room temperature in the ventilated hood and left to air-dry. The lid was 

then closed and the plate was stored at 4°C prior use. The plates were suitable 

for use for up to 1 month after coating. Before use, the wells were rinsed vvdth 

DMEM to get rid of excess collagen.
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___________________ Appendix 3___________________

General laboratory protocols

Sllanlsation

Growth factors tends to adhere to surfaces by electrostatic interaction, all 

glassware and plasticware including polypropylene pipette tips and 

eppendorfs for handling and storage were silanised to minimise adsorption. 

The silanisation was carried out by a published method (Molecular Cloning: A 

Laboratory Manual, eds: Sambrook, Fritsch and Manniatis).

Put 1 ml of dichlorodimethylsilane in small bowl inside a large dessicator 

with the items to he siliconised

Attach vacuum pump to the dessicator in an extraction hood and apply suction 

until the dichlorodimethylsilane started to boil and clamp and switch off the 

pump

Leave for two hours and open the dessicator, under an extraction hood 

Rinse the items three times with distilled water and dry overnight 

Sterilise by gamma irradiation.

Vectabond coated slides

The slides were treated to improve adhesion of sections and prevent loss of 

tissue as a result of washes required for immune staining procedure.

Place clean slides in metal slide racks.

Immerse slides in acetone for 5 min, then remove and drain well.

Prepare Vectabond^^ reagent treatment solution by adding 7ml of reagent to 

350ml acetone and mixing well.

Immerse slides in Vectabond™ reagent treatment solution for 5 min, then 

remove and drain well.

Rinse slides by dipping rack several times into distilled water over 30 

seconds. Avoid the creation of bubbles during this process.
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Tap slide rack before drying to remove excess water droplets.

Dry slides at 37 C.

General laboratory solutions

Antibodies Diluent
0.03% Triton X-100

0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA)

0.1% sodium azide 

For 100ml

BSA O.lg, Sodium azide O.lg, Triton X-100 30pl.

Dissolve in 100ml of PBS.

4% Paraformaldehyde

Dissolve 40g paraformaldehyde in 800ml PBS at 60°C stir until solution is 

clear. If necessary, add few drops of ION NaOH to clear the solution. Adjust 

volume to 1 litre and allow to cool before use.

Store at 4°C and use within 24 hours. Alternatively, divide into aliquots and 

keep frozen at -20°C until required.

Defrost at room temperature or by immersing in beaker of hot water. Once 

defrosted, do not re-freeze.

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS)

To make 10 litres

Add the following to 5 litres of distilled water: NaCl:87.9g, KH2PO4: 2.72g, 

NaiHP04 (H20)i2: 3.9g.

Stir and leave for a few hours, then add another 5 litres of distilled water. 

Check pH and adjust to pH 7.3.Use 8 hours after mixing.

Sucrose-PBS
15% sucrose + 0.1% sodium azide in PBS
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For 1 litre: Sucrose: 150g, Sodium azide: Ig

Dissolve in 700ml PBS and when dissolved make up to 1 litre.

Zamboni's solution
85ml of 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS

15ml of saturated picric acid

Dissolve 20g paraformaldehyde in 800ml PBS at 60 C and stir until solution is 

clear.

Adjust volume to 1 litre and allow to cool.

Add appropriate amount of saturated picric acid and store at 4 C until use.

Haemtoxylln and eosin staining

Place slide of sections in haemotoxylin for 30s 

Rinse in tap water

Wash in running tap water clear blue colouration of the haemotoxylin 

Place in 0.15 eosin 6 minutes 

Wash in tap water

Place in 70% IMS 1 minute, 100% IMS 1 minute, Xylene 1 minute 

Mount in DPX
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